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SYNOPSIS

Metal cyanide complexes are a toxic pollutant in waslewater originating from various industrial and mining activities.
The removal/retrieval ofcyanide and metal cyanide complexes has been studiedby researches for many years, leading
to the establishment of a variety of patents. The mechanisms used by these patents vary from purely chemical
techniques to those using ion exchange Iesins.

In this thesis, ,the feasIbility ofthe recovery ofmetal cyanide complexes by using a strong base macroreticular resin, in
a fluidized bed configuration, has been investigated. The resin in question is presently used in the sugar indnstry
where its main application is the recovery of large organic molecules similar in nature to metal cyanides.

The selected resin was contacted with synthetic solntions of various metal cyanide complexes. for the purposes of
evaluating performance in the adsorption th..."feOf. It was found that polyvalent metal cyanide molecules were adsOlbed
efficiently, while divalent metal cyanide molecules were adsorbed satisfactorily.

The loaded resin was also evalnated for the ease with which the metal cyanides conId be removed. It was discovered
that a brine solntion of pH 7, conId effectively remove all metal cyanide complexes. This test-work was of particular
importance as it is well !moon that the removal ofmetal cyanides from strong base metals is not easily achieved.

To distingnish the fluidization characteristics of the selected resin (or any resin for that matter), a method of
modelling the expansion of a flnidized resin bed was proposed, that takes into account the diflicnIties associated with
the byclrod:)nantic charncteristics of a macroporous resin of this nature. The technique is based on the Serial Afadel
which is a discretised application of the Z3ki and Richardson equation. From the interpretation of the resnIts of a
matrix of fluidization tests, it was fonnd that the algorithm proposed conId effectively model the expansion of a
fluidized bed of ion exchange resin, independently of the dimensions of the accomodatiog receptical.

Finally. it was shown that the change in the fluidization characteristics of the selected resin, between its chloride and
metal cyanide states, could clearly be modelled by the technique referred to above.
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INTRODUCTION

SOUTH AFRICA, THE ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUE AND CVANlDE

The environmental issue in South Africa has developed somewhat differently to international

trends. LocallegisIation concerning the disposal ofeffluent into the environment has been s1uggist

in following the world trend towards greater stringency[56]. The politics ofthe last four decades

hasb~ polarised around issues ofsocial aspirations and security, to such an extent, that the

national depate on the "green issue" seemed altogether feeble by comparison. The pre 1994 South

AIDcan government may have rationalised that the added cost ofeffective environmental

management, in terms ofindustrial development, would have strained an economy already

suffering the effects oflegislation borne out ofthe policy ofincreased national security and

sanctions. A further short-fall ofSouth Afiican environmental policy is the ineffective mechanisms,

within existing legislation, for dealing with gross offenders. One example ofthis is the imposition

offines so disproportionately small when compared to the cash flow ofan offending industrial

plant that it becomes more cost effective for the organisation to simply budget for this fine rather

than actually do something about the problem. A pertinent example ofthis is the 1989 spill ofsoap

skimmings and black liquor into the Ngodwana river from the local Sappi plant, causing the death

ofthousands offish as a result ofthe increased oxygen demand to the system. For this violation

Sappi was fined RZOOO.00.

One can be certain however that the environmental issue will grow in South Afiica and given the

importants that the post-1994 government attaches to the rights ofthe individual, there will almost

certainly be a move towards legislation designed to encourage stricter environ.mental management.

The topical example ofthe proposed 1.S.C.O.R plant at Saldana bay which had to be relocated to
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acco=odate the vagaries ofa public becoming more aware ofenvironmental issues, is proofof

the greater importance that will be placed on environmental issues in the future. It is notable that,

only a few short years ago, the public outcry over the announcement ofthe construction ofthe

Richards Bay Minerals project, on the Northern Natal coast in the middle ofa wild life sanctuary,

in very littIe[57]. Neither the government nor the project planners were moved to change perceived

images ofindustry slowly encroaching into a nature reserve. [57]

Cyanide plays a role in many industries. Without cyanide the refining ofminerals, a process upon

which the South African economy depends heavily for its prosperity and development, would be

enormously expensive. In the same way standard processes used in the galvanising and metal

plating industries would also be far more costly. What is clear at this stage is that ifthe

environment is to be protected, legislation controlling cyanide emissions needs to be revised and

improved. When this happens industry will be forced to spend money in researching techniques to

either destroy or recover cyanide from industrial effluent. The recovery ofcyanide, clearly more

desirable than destruction, is the subject ofthis thesis.
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CHAPTER ONE

CYANIDE USEFUL AND DANGEROUS

1.1.1 Introduction

The chemistry ofcyanide is such that it is able to bond with many different elements. Ford

Smith[l] has shown that at least twenty-eight elements are capable offorming complexes with

cyanide~ seventy-two metal cyanide complexes being possible. This characteristic makes

cyanide a useful facilitator for the mass transport ofthose metals upon which the successful

development ofmodem national economies depend.

1.1.2 Cyanide and the mineral processing industry.

In 1898[2] the cyanydation process for the extraction ofgold from ore was first used in New

Zealand and South Africa So efficient was this process that it is still in use to this day and no

doubt will remain an integral part ofextraction metallurgy for many years to come. The principal

reasons for the prominent place ofcyanide in gold ore processing include its availability and the

strength and solubility ofits gold cyanide complex.

Elsner's equation effectively descnbes the reversible reaction by which gold is extracted from its

ore:

4Au + 8NaCN +02+2Hp=4NaAu(CN)2 +4NaOH

Analogies can be drawn between this reaction which specifically features gold as the transition

metal reacting with cyanide and reactions that feature other transition metals, e.g. silver, copper,

zinc and nickel. Although it is during the leaching process that cyanide plays its major role, cyanide

is also used in the carbon in pulp gold concentration process and in certain base metal flotation

processes.
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1.1.3 Leaching

The use ofcyanide as a facilitator in the leaching ofminerals is generally recognised. However,

despite the completion ofextensive test-work throughout the world, the mechanism ofchemical

leaching by cyanidation is not well understood. Nevertheless, technology acquired through

empirical test-work, together with extensive practical application, have established this technique in

mineral processing.

A typical leaching operation(pachuca) would consist ofa mechanical or gas agitated mineral slurry,.
at controlled pH, having free cyanide added to it at a predetermined rate. To achieve this in

practice a cyanided slurry, ofhigh pH, would be passed through a train ofleach tanks, their size

being dictated by the required residence time and slurry through-put rate. As indicated by Elsner's

equation oxygen plays a vital role in the leach reaction explaining the uncommon use oHar more

costly, yet chemically more efficient, air sparged pachucas at certain installations.

1.1.4 Carbon In Pulp

The Carbon In Pulp process (Cl.P.), which generally takes place after, or sometimes during the

leach (Carbon-In-Leach/C.I.L.), is well established as the most effective technique for the

concentration ofthe leached gold for the purposes offu:ther refining. Initially, gold is adsorbed as

the gold cyanide complex onto coconut shell activated carbon at ambient temperatures and high

pHs. This is followed by the removal or elution ofthe comple.xes from the carbon, achieved in the

presence ofan excess amount ofcyanide at high pressures and temperatures. The coconut carbon

can, after regeneration, be reused a number oftimes making the Carbon-In- Pulp process suitable

for continuous operation in a closed circuit. Carbon-In-Pulp is well understood and is presently in

service at mineral processing installations throughout the world. Economic realities and the capital

cost ofp1ant modification, despite the recent technological advances in artificial substrates i.e.

resin, ..ill ensure that it remains in use for many years to come.

In the application ofCarbon-In-Pulp "run ofleach train" slurry is passed in series through an

"adsorption train" ofagitated vessels. Broadly speaking the activated carbon passes through the
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same train in a counter current fashion before being separated from the sluny by screening. After

separation from the adsorption train the carbon is eluted under pressure and in the presence of

excess cyanide, before being returned to the adsorption circuit.

1.1.5 Cyanide in flotation

Another established, yet relatively uncommon process, uses cyanide as a depressant in the flotation

ofbase metal sulphide ores. This leads to the formation ofa variety ofbase metal cyanide

complexes e.g. copper and iron cyanide.

1.1.6 The effluent of mineral processing plants

Several different waste-water streams may be produced at a mining/mineral processing operation

resulting from run-ofl; acidic mine water generation, or metallurgical processing. These waste

waters exhibit different characteristics and may require different treatment approaches. However,

for the purposes ofthis literature survey, we take a more general approach to descnbe the effluent

makeup ofwaste streams. Run-off from the mill site is generally directed to the tailings pond which

is the most common method ofdisposing ofcyanide-containing waste in the mineral processing

industry. The dumping of(cyanide in) plant tailings and waste streams containing cyanide is

minimized by plant rnanagrnent policy which seeks to improve cost efficiency and to a lesser extent

for environmental reasons. Unfortunately, there is always an excess of "free" cyanide in the tailings

ofmineral processing plants accompanied by a variety ofmetal cyanide complexes. A further factor

to consider is that dilutions ",'ith sasonal fluctuation in rainfall, alters the impact the effluent will

have on the immediate environment. Fluctuation in effluent concentrations, present in tailing

ponds, in tune with local seasonal cycles, is a recognizable phenomenon. Table 1 is a list of ions

and their range ofconcentrations, together with other characteristics ofmineral processing plant

\vaste, collated from the results ofa global survey.
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Table 1[2] ChemIcal ComposItion of Barren Decant/seepage solutions

PARAMETER RANGE OF CONCENTRATIONS (mgll)

Arsenic <0.02 -10.0

Cadmium <0.005 - 0.02

Chromium <0.02-0.1

Copper 0.1-400.0

Iron 0.50 -40.0

Lead <0.01-0.1

Manganese 0.1-20.0

Mercmy <0.0001 - 0.05

Nickel 0.02 -10.0

Selenium <0.02 -6.0

Silver <0.005 -2.0

Zinc 0.05 -100.0

Total Cyanide 0.5 -1000.0

Weak Acid Dissociab1e (Wad) Cyanide 0.5 -650.0

Free Cyanide <0.01 - 200.0

Ammonia-N <0.1-50.0

Thiocyanate <1.0 - 2000.0

pH (in pH units) 2.0 -11.5

Hardness (as ppm CaCo,) 200 -1500

Sulphate 5 OOסס2-

Temp;tature (indegC) 0- 35

. .. .

It can be seen from Table 1 that cyanide concentrations in waste streams can reach as much as

lOOOppm v.1rile copper, nickel, zinc and iron are generally the most prevalent transition metals.
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Should there be an excess offree cyanide these transition metals will tend to fonn the associated

cyanide metal complexes:

[Cu(CN) X' ,[CutCN)l', [Cu(CN)X
3

,[Ni(CN).r" ,[Zn(CN),r"

These metal cyanide complexes are tenned "Weak Acid Dissociable Cyanides" or WAD cyanide.

The copper presented here is assumed to be in the cuprous state, and generally speaking, the

copper cyanide complex fonned is a function ofthe availability ofcyanide in solution.

In the presence ofexcess cyanide free iron tends to fonn:

[Fe(CN).]--4 for IRONofthe valency [Il] state

[Fe(CN).] -3 for IRON ofthe valency [Ill] state

These cyanide complexes are more strongly bonded and are termed "Moderately Strong Cyanide

Complexes" or "MSCC".

It is also clear from Table I that in addition to cyalude and metals, metallurgical solutions contain a

variety ofother compounds ofsecondary concern, including tIJiocyanate, ammonia, sulphate,

nitrate and cyanate.

Internationally, the imposition ofmore stringent legislation governing cyanide effiuent has come

about partly as a result ofpolitical and social pressures, and as a result ofnumerous monitoring

campaigns which have shown that the chenJistry ofcyanidation processes impacts on the

characteristics ofwaste-water sources.

1.2 Cyanide in the electroplating/galvanizing industry

Another consumer ofindustriaI cyanide is the galvanizing and electroplating industry. Zinc,

generally consumed as the zinc cyanide ion, offers sacrificial protection offerrous metals. Zinc's
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high electro-negativity ensures that it will be anodic to the substrate, offering protection while there

is stiII zinc remaining in contact with the substrate.

Until recently the cyanide bath for the plating ofboth zinc and cadmium was almost exclusively

used for general plating, and ""ill no doubt be in existence for many years to come. The "Alkaline

Zinc Bath", the general term for this process equipment, usually contains a number ofchemicals i.e.

NaCN, NaOH, NaC~ and zinc, with the ratio ofNaCNlZn being I:1.8 on average.

Unfortunately, the electroplating process results in the production ofhighIy poisonous byproducts,

one ofwhich is zinc cyanide. In countries where legislation governing eflluent is strict, some effort

is made to destroy or recycle zinc cyanide. Many novel techniques have been proposed mostly in

the form ofpatents for the removal/retrieval/destruction ofthe zinc cyanide. It is notable that the

chemistry ofthis particular type ofcyanide complex is simpler than that ofother transition metals.

The removal ofthis complex by ion exchange resin or selective membranes, has been investigated

by a number ofauthors[3, 4].

1.3.1 Dangers of cyanide

Despite the obvious advantages cyanide has in industrial application it is one ofthe most poisonous

substances known to man due to it's asphyxiating properties. The mean lethal dosage for free

cyanide for humans ranges from 50 to 200 mg, with death occurring within one hour[5].

By definition[6] a toxicant is a chemical, physical or biological agent which acts upon a living

organism producing an undesirable ofhannfuI effect. The level oftoxicity measured is dependent

upon the organism affected, and the dosage and form ofthe toxicant. Cyanide sits high on the list

ofenvironmentally unfriendly substances. Just as the chemistry ofcyanide is complicated so to is

the understanding ofit's toxicity.

Hydrogen cyanide, a gaseous form prevalent in cyanide systems oflow pH, is rapidly absorbed by

an organism through ingestion or inhalation and carried into the plasma. It binds strongly to iron,

copper and sulphur, the key constituents ofmany enzymes and proteins important to life processes.

The principal compound affected is cytochrome oxidase, an enzyme contained within the cells of



the body and essential for the utilization ofoxygen. Its inactivation leads to cellular asphyxiation

and tissue death. Since the central nervous system ofhigher animals has the greatest oxygen

requirement, it is they that are the most strongly affected. Suppression ofthe mechanism for

oxygen transfer between cells leads to suspension ofall vital functions and death ofthe organism.

The evolution ofhydrogen cyanide (gas) occurs when the pH ofa system containing cyanide

compounds drops. All process systems which contain some form ofcyanide therefore are

maintained at a high pH, preferably in excess oflO.

9
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CHAPTER TWO

THE CHEMISTRY OF CYANIDE

2.1 Cyanide has a complex chemistry.

The chemistry ofcyanide is extremely complex- The most recognisable form ofcyanide is that of

the carbon and nitrogen polyatomic anion containing a triple bond thus;

-C""N

Cyanide is rarely found in this form, preferring to form complexes with transition metals, or ionic

bonds with alkali metals and alkali earths. To bring some order to this seemingly vast array of

possible combinations, researchers have categorised inorganic compounds ofcyanide into subsets

partitioned on the basis ofsimilar chemical characteristics:

*Free cyanide

*Simple cyanide compounds

* Weak aciddissociable (W.A.D.) cyanides

*Moderately strong cyanide complexes

In addition to these subsets, it should be noted that cyanide can also attach to hydrocarbon chains

resulting in a number oforganic molecular combinations.

2.2 Free cyanide.

In its simplest form cyanide can be referred to as "free cyanide". Free cyanide has only two

molecular forms or species,
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The hydrocyanic molecule or hydrogen cyanide and the anionic cyanide molecule. Free cyanide is

defined as the forms ofmolecular and ionic cyanide released into aqueous solutions by the

dissolution and dissociation ofcyanide compounds and complexes. e.g. the potassium salt

The reaction between cyanide ion and water is expressed by the following equation:

pK. =2.03£-10

Hydrocyanic "gas" is only slightly soluble in water and readily dissociates into hydrogen and

anionic cyanide at low pHs. The relationship describing the dissociation ofhydrocyanic acid vs pH

is well known and is displayed in Figure I. Note how at low pHs the tendency is towards the

formation ofhydrocyanic gas. As a general rule cyanide solutions should be maintained at a high

pH so as to prevent the evolvement ofhydrocyanic gas. In industrial practice plant operators,

aware ofthe toxicity ofhydrocyanic gas, are ever vigilant ofthe dangers offal1ing pH in cyanide

solutions. It is also notable that the phenomenon ofhydrocyanic gas evolvement at low pHs is

used in many processes for the removal ofcyanide from solution by acidification I volatilization.

Hydrocyanic gas is colourless and has a distinctive almond smell which is readily detected when

present in low quantities. However, at high concentrations a persons sense ofsmell becomes

numbed to its presence resulting in a potentially dangerous situation.

2.3 Simple cyanide compounds

These are ionica1y bonded compounds ofthe cyanide polyatomic anion and alkali earthlmeta1s.

They are electrically neutral and are consequently capable ofexisting in solid form. When placed in

an aqueous environment they dissociate into the a1kali earthlmeta1 and free cyanide. e.g.
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Cyanide produced for industrial purposes is normally supplied as a simple cyanide compound.
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Figure 1[7] Relationship between HCN and CN" ~ith pH

2.4 Weak acid dissociable (WAD.) cyanides

As the name suggests these complex metal cyanides are discernable from others by their tendency

to break down (Jnto free cyanide and transition metal) when exposed to a weak acid environment.

Examples ofthese shown in Table 2. Wet chemistry analytical methods for WAD. cyanide agree

that these metal cyanide complexes are susceptible to breakdown when continuously refluxed for

one hour with a pH buffer at 4.5[9]. It is also ofnote that the analytical techniques referred to

include free cyanide in the WAD cyanide determination. To obtain an accurate value, the free

cyanide should be determined separately and subtracted from the WAD. cyanide value obtained

The tendency ofthese metal cyanide complexes to dissoicate in the environment, readily producing

toxic "free cyanide", indicates the degree ofdanger these complexes present. It is for this reason

that WAD. cyanide content in a solution is considered to be a reasonable indicator ofthe

toxicologically important cornplexed cyanides present.
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NAME FORMULA DISSOCIATION CONST

Tricyanocuprate [Cu(CN},r2 5.0 x 10'28

Tetracyanonickelate [Ni(CN).r2 1.0 x 10'22

Dicyanosilverate [Ag(CNhr' 1.0 x 10,21

Tetracyanocadminate [Cd(CN).r2 lAx 10,17

Tetracyanozincate [Zn(CN).t 1.3 x 10-
17

Table 2[8]

2.5

Weak acid discernable metal cyanide complexes formulas and dissociation

constants

Moderately strong cyanide complexes

These metal cyanide complexes have higher dissociation constants than those ofthe weak acid

discernable cyanides. Examples are the cyanide complexes ofiron, mercury and cobalt (Table 3).

These metal cyanides tend to be particularly stable in the absence oflight. To analyze for these

complexes, dissociation has to be achieved by lowering the pH ofsolution dovm to pH 1 and after

a suitable reflux time, analysing the quantity offree cyanide produced. This presupposes

quantitative knowledge ofall WAD. and free cyanide present in solution.

NAME FORMULA DISSOCIATION CONS
I

Hecacyanoferrate(III) or [Fe(CN)6r3 1.0 x 10'52

Ferricyanide

I
Hexacyanoferrate(II) or [Fe(CNM' 1.0 x 10-47

Ferrocyanide

Tetracyanomercurate [Hg(CN).r2 4.0 x 10-42

(l)

Table 3[8] Strong cyanide complexes formulas and dissociation constants
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2.5.1 The chemistry ofiron cyanide complexes

The above-average iron content(Table 1) in mining effluent together with the singular stability of

the iron cyanide complex, presents a sound motivation for in-depth examination ofiron cyanide

chemistry.

As Table 3 indicates there are two possible iron cyanide metal complexes that can fonn, differing

only in th~ valency state ofthe iron. Hexacyanoferrate(ll) can be manufactured in the laboratory by

addition ofa soluble ferrous salt or freshly prepared ferrous hydroxide to a solution containing free

cyanide. In practice, the reaction appears to be limited to the pH below about 9. The formation of

hexacyanoferrate(llI) normally occurs as a result ofthe further oxidation ofiron in

hexacyanoferrate(ll).

Hexacyanoferrates are classified as "inert" complexes, in that their chemical stabilities result from

extremely slow rates ofdissociation. However, in the presence ofultraviolet light photolysis and

hydrolysis occurs, in which a water molecule displaces one ofthe cyanide moieties in the complex.

On prolonged exposure, hexacyanoferrate(ll) and (Ill) have been shown to release up to 85% and

49"10 respectively oftheir cyanide respectively[lO]. This in effect means that waste-waters

containing ferrous or ferric cyanide ions that are exposed to UV light could very well evolve

hydrocyanic gas, which in the event ofbad ventilation could reach toxic levels.

The driving force for breakdown is the energy in ultraviolet radiation, although visible radiation

contnoutes to the photolysis ofiron cyanides to a minor degree. Only 6% ofthe total

electromagnetic spectrum reaching the earth is ultraviolet and in reality the portion ofthis radiation

which penetrates a water surface, in which iron complexed cyanides may be present, is limited. The

limiting factors are reported to be attenuation ofthe UV at the water air interface aid the degree of

turbulence present[ll]. Only in controlled conditions, where strong solutions offerrous, or ferric

cyanide were subjected to intense amounts ofUV radiation, have toxic concentrations ofHCN

been measured, and then only under circumstances where ventilation was kept to a rninimum[12].
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As has already been stated, the cyanide ion is an anion which comprises one atom ofcarbon and

one ofnitrogen. It has one sigma bond, two pi bonds and two empty bonding orbitals. The first

two orbitals in its structure are :filled with the maximum number ofelectrons, the other orbitals are

empty.

As all the "s" and "p" (i.e. 1+ 2) orbitals are:filled with electrons the polyatomic ion tends to

behave lik~ a halogen (i.e. fluorine, chlorine, bromine and iodine). This behaviour can be seen in

the similarity in chemical characteristics between sodium chloride and sodium cyanide.

However, the empty anti-bonding orbitals on the cyanide ion can form bonds with either partially

or wholly:filled "d" orbitals oftransition series metals, which is where cyanide differs from halogen

behaviour. The contribution ofan electron pair, either from the cyanide ion to the metal or vice

versa, is known as ''back bonding" and explains the stability ofthe cyanide metal complexes.

The triple bond ofcyanide makes cyanide a relatively reactive compound as these bonds are easily

broken. It is the prominence and availability ofthe pi bond electrons which orbit outwards in a

wide arc from the carbon and nitrogen nucleuses that account for its reactivity.
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CHAPTER THREE

EXISTING PROCESSES FOR THE

RECOVERY/DESTRUCTION OF CYANIDE

3.1 Philosophy behind cyanide retrievalldestruction[I4]

Presently there are a number ofprocesses which have been developed for the destruction /

recovery ofcyanides, some ofwhich have operated industrially. Broadly speaking the current

philosophy behind these processes is to retain as much cyanide as possible at minimal treatment

cost per ton, by minimizing water consumption and maximizing water recycle and reuse. In

addition reagent consumption, ifany, should be kept to a minimum.

3.1.1 Processes for the destruction ofcyanide

Here are a few examples ofprocess which do not consider the recovery ofcyanide but merely their

destruction These are described as processes which, despite being unable to recover cyanide for

reuse, could prove economically viable.

3.1.2 Natural attenuation

In the late 1970's, attention was directed towards developing this process for primary treatment of

cyanides containing tailings slunies and barren \vaters. Natural attenuation is a legitimate way of

disposal which should be cautiously considered because ofthe disastrous consequences of

misjudgment / mismanagement. It is the most economical method ofcyanide destruction especially

iftailings impoundment is already employed. Data acquisition, at existing tailing ponds world \vide,

have proved that cyanide and metal cyanide complexes undergo systematic decomposition when

left exposed to the e1ements[15]. However, the major mechanism in the process ofnatural cyanide

degradation in ponds is volatiliVltion ofHCN[16]. The pH ofthe pond is lowered by the natural

uptake ofcarbon dioxide from the air and by the addition oflow pH rainwater that is relatively
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saturated with carbon dioxide. This drop in the pH induces a change in the CNIHCN balance

increasing HCN concentration which then volatilizes.

Variables which affect cyanide decomposition are[15]:

*pH,

* temperature,

* UVirradiation,

* a£:ration,

* initial cyanide concentration,

* metal content

* surface area/depth ratio.

Temperature and aeration have the most significant effect on the volatilization rate offree cyanide

in the hydrocyanic form Data, recorded by Schmidt et al[15], indicates that cyanide decays

irrespective ofpond depth, although a greater decay time is needed for deep ponds. Smith et a1[l7]

also report that surface effects contribute largely to cyanide loss in tailings systems in South Afiica.

Simovic et 01[16] also discovered that ultra violet radiation has an effect on the stability and

degradation ofiron cyanide complexes in surface ponds.

Natural attenuation ofcyanides present ill tailings and decant waters is in extensive use in South .

Afiican mineral processing plants.

The advantages ofnatural degradation ofcyanides are:

* The relatively inexpensive capital cost,

* the nonformation of~'mown toxic by-products, during the degradation process

*and it's simplicity and versatility.

It should be borne in mind that although cyanide and some cyanide complexes decompose readily

in the environment, certain cyanide complexes are resistant to natural attenuation or take an

extremely long time to decompose and are able to exist for years in the environment e.g. iron and
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cobalt cyanides. Ifsuch a cyanide complex were to remain dormant for many years it might, after

temporary exposure to an oxidizing medium, decompose releasing highly toxic free cyanide into

the environment. (e.g. the decomposition offerricyanide into free cyanide and iron when exposed

to DV.) In principle and practice however, present day wisdom holds natural attenuation to be a

viable and cost-effective process for removal offree and complexed cyanides.

3.1.3 Alkaline Chlorination[I4, 18]

Alkaline chlorination is the oldest and most widely recognized cyanide destruction process, based

upon operational experience and engineering expertise. It is a chemical process involving the

oxidation and destruction offree and W.AD. forms ofcyanide under alkaline conditions. The

chlorine is administered as a solution or as a solid sodium or calcium hypochlorite. The first stage

ofdestruction sees the formation ofcyanogen chloride (CNCl) which is then rapidly hydrolysed to

cyanate (CNO) assisted by the alkaline conditions. In the case ofCloride gas addition to sodium

cyanide solution, the following reaction represents the first stage:

Na(CfI.) + Cl, => (Cfl,JCl + NaCl

Further hydrolysis ofthe cyanogen chloride (stage 2) to cyanate is represented by the following:

(Cfl,JCI + lNaOH => NaCNO + NaCl + H,O

Finally, the cyanate is hydrolised ofthe cyanate to ammonia and carbonate:

Ifexcess chlorine is used the ammonia will react further through the process ofbreakpoint

chlorination to yield nitrogen gas thus:

(NB.) 2 CO, + 3Cl2 + 6NaOH + 6NaOH + Na2CO, => N 2 + 6NaCl + lNaHCO, + 6H20
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Exceeding breakpoint is not desirable, as an inefficient excess ofcWorine is consumed.

The disadvantage ofthe alkaline cWorination process is that it is only effective on free cyanide and

weak metal cyanide complexes. To effectively achieve the destruction ofmore stable metal cyanide

compounds i.e. cobalt and ferric cyanide, addition ofuitra violet light and/or an increase in

temperature is ne"...e5S31)'. As this is impractical in large operations, the alkaline cWorination process

is said to be effective only on cyanide waste waters which have a low iron and cobalt content. The

process has however been used at eight mining operations in the United States and Canada[55].

3.1.4 Copper Catalysed Hydrogen Peroxide Process[20]

This process was patented by DuPont in 1974 and involves the contacting ofthe waste solution

\vith a 41% solution ofhydrogen peroxide containing a few parts per million offonnaldehyde and

copper. A second, very similar, process was developed by Degussa Corporation which uses

hydrogen peroxide and a few parts per million of copper sulphate. In essence the hydrogen

peroxide oxidizes the cyanide in the WAD. metal cyanide complexes and free cyanide, in the

presence ofcopper, to cyanate. In the case ofthe W.AD metal cyanides the released metals are

precipitated as hydroxides. The ferrous cyanide compounds combine with the free copper in

solution to form an insoluble complex.

Oxidation ofthe cyanide to cyanate:

CK + H 2 0 2 => OCK + H 2 0 (copper)

Oxidation ofthe WAD. cyanide complexes:

where M is cadmium, copper, nickel or zinc
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Reactions ofthe iron cyanides:

2Cu2
+ + Fe(CN): => CU2Fe(CN ).0)

Ditto the cyanate

OClV + 2H20 => COj2 + l\W:

This type ofprocess is at present in operation at various installations throughout the world and has

shown, through extensive toxicity testing, to yield environmentally acceptable eflluents in the

country on application.

The advantages ofthis process are;

* Simplicity,

* low capital cost,

* the existence ofan extensive body of!mowledge, as a result ofa number ofoperating

plants, coupledwith available technical supportfrom Dupont andDegussa.

The disadvantages ofthis process are

*Excessive reagent costs, i.e. copper sulphate andhydrogen peroxide.

* cyanide is not recovered but merely destroyed while ammonia, thiocyanate and

precipitatedmetals may require further treatment to satisfy environmental standards in

the country ofapplication..

3.1.5 Sulphur DioxideJair cyanide destruction process (lNCO process)[19]

The "INCO· process is based upon conversion ofWAD. cyanide to cyanate using mixtures of

sulphur dioxide and oxygen in air, in the presence ofelevated copper concentrations and in a

controlled pH range.
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This reaction is postulated to be:

The iron complexed cyanides are reduced to the ferrous state and continuously precipitated as

insoluble metal ferrocyanide salts ofthe general formula M 2Fe(CN)6, where M can be copper,

nickel ofzinc.

Reduction:

or

Precipitation:

where (M2+ is copper, nickel, or zinc)

The residual metals hberated from the cyanide complexes are precipitated as their hydroxides.

Developed thiocyanate can be removed as well, but only after cyanide has been removed although

this requires greater retention times and reagent usage. The sulphuric acid produced by this process

is neutralized using lime or caustic.

The advantages ofthis process are:

* Itsproven success in treatingpulps, clarified barren anddecant solutiollS andheap

leach rinse solutions,

* the availability oftechnical supportfrom INCa persOlmel and its effectiveness at

removal ofall cyanidesplus heavy metals byprecipitation.

The disadvantages ofthis process are;

* The reagent costs,

*non recoverability ofcyanide,
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* excessiveproduction ofg}psum,

* requirement ofa detailed study ofthe chemistryfor any one particular application,

* royaltypayments as a result ofthe worldwide patent established by INCa on the

process.

This process can be closely compared to alkaline chlorination and the copper catalysed hydrogen

peroxide processes. These three processes represent the preferred and most studied chemical

treatment options.

3.1.6 Biological Treatment of cyanide wastes

Biological processes have been proven effective for treatment ofsolutions containing relatively

high concentrations of free cyanide, it is only recently that they have been utilized in the treatment

ofmining effiuents, containing metal cyanides[2I]. Biological treatment ofcyanide tailings result in

the total removal ofall cyanides including WAD. and stable metal cyanides. Cyanides and metal

cyanide complexes are removed through a combination ofoxidation and sorption into the biofilrn.

The metals present in the waste-water are removed through a combination ofcoagulant addition

and adsorption onto the biofilrn. Ammonia is converted to nitrate by the nitrification process. The

organisms responsible for cyanide breakdown have been identified as various species of

Pseudomonas which, during the course ofmany decades, have adapted to the elevated

concentration ofcyanides and thiocyanate they have been exposed to. The Biological process for

the breakdown ofmetal and free cyanides involves the oxidative breakdown ofcyanides and

thiocyanate, and subsequent adsorption/precipitation ofthe free metals into the biofilrn in a more

general form thus;

where M = iron, copper, nickel or zinc
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The second step ofthe assimiIation converts ammonia to nitrate through conventional nitrification

thus,

2ND; + 0, => 2ND,

The advantages ofBiological cyanide degradation are:

* The simplicity ofthe design,

* the environmentally acceptableness ofthe process,

* the relatively law cost ofreagent consumption.

The disadvantages are:

*The higher capital costs,

* the lack ofapplication in industry,

* that cyanide is /lot recovered

It should also be borne in mind that, unlike other chemical treatment processes, biological

processes tend to be adversely affected by cold temperatures making biological treatment unwieldy

in areas where ambient temperaturesare subject to large seasonal or even daily changes.

3.2 A chemical process for the recovery ofcyanide

Metal cyanides characteristic breakdown on exposure to an acidic medium, followed by the

voJatilization offree cyanide makes total recovery possible.
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3.2.1 Acidification, VolatiIization and Re-adsorption (A.V,R.) [22]

The characteristic ofcyanide and some metal cyanide complexes to decompose in an acid

environment is used effectively in this process. The acidification ofcyanide waters results in the

generation ofHCN which volatilizes offas a gas assisted by heating or air sparging. The volatility

offree molecular cyanide (HeN) is related to its Henry's Law constant, which is affected by

several fuctors including liquid medium viscosity, hydrogen bonding, pH and temperature. After

volatilizing, the gas can be reabsorbed in an alkaline medium i.e. caustic or milk oflime spray.

The acidification reaction for free and ionic cyanide is:

Ca(CN)2 + H 2SO. =:> 2HCN + caSO.

and for metal cyanides (WAD.) is:

M(CN)2 + H2SO. =:> 2HCN + M Z
+ SO~z

The volatilizBtion offree cyanide proceeds thus:

HCN / H 20 =:> HCN / Air

There are several factors which affect the rate and extent ofHCN removal from slunies or

solutions through air stripping these are:

The pHofthe solution

The form ofcyanide

The concentration ofcyanide

The temperature ofthe slurry or solution

The pressure maintainedwithin the recovery system

The air-to-liquidratio
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The mechanicaldispersion equipment

The viscosity ojthe solution or slurry

The liquid-to-air contactperiod

The absorption reaction proceeds thus:

1 1
HCN + NaOH I-Ca(OH)1 => NaCN I-Ca(CN), + H,O

2 2 - -

Precipitation I re-neutralization as hydroxide, with respect to all WAD. cyanide metal groups is as

follows:

M1
+ + 10R => M(OH)1

Precipitation ofiron complexes is as follows:

The process saw extensive (50 years) use at the FIin Flan Mine operated by the Hudson Bay

Smelting and Mining Company where it was used to recover cyanide from barren clarified

solutions for economic reasons rather than environmental. Here the process was known by its

original name i.e. the Mills Crow process[23]. The preferred reagents, because ofthe ease of

procurement, were sulphuric acid for the acidification and lime for the adsorption.

One ofthe major faults ofthis process is the excessive build-up ofmainly gypsum as well as copper

and thiocyanate precipitates. 1bis was observed during operations at FIin Flon mine which resulted

in the generation ofyet another environmental liability. The build up ofprecipitates v.ithin the plant

workings required the Bin Flon plant to shut down every 2 to 4 months for manual cleaning.

Although, in the twenty years leading up to 1985, the process had been extensively studied and

improved upon, researchers had not attempted to adapt the technology to the processing of
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mineral slurries thereby effectively preventing application ofthe process in the mineral processing

industry.

The Cyanisorb Process, which is loosely based on the Mille Crows process or A V.R and was

invented in the years following 1985, claims that A Y.R can be used on mineral slurries. Smith et

al[14] report a number of successful pilot plant campaigns and that the first commercial full scale

cyanisorb plant was due to come into operation at the Golden Cross Mine in New Zealand in

1991. The patent for the Cyanisorb Process is held by Cyprus Minerals ofNew Zealand[24].

The advantages ofthis process are:

*Its efficiency in recovering all W.A.D. cyGllide complexes andfree CYGllide for reuse,

*consumption ofeasily obtaillable reagents,

* its robustness i.e. not effected by input variable fluctuations andable to process slurries

as well as decant waters.

The disadvantages are:

* The hazards associatedwith the presence ofhydrocYGIlic gas,

*high capital outlay,

* inability to remove stable metal cyanides.

3.3.1 The recovery of cyanides using ion exchange resin

Many processes using ion exchange resins for the recovery ofcyanide/cyanide metal complexes

from unclarifiedlclarified solutions have been developed. Some ofwhich have seen large scale

industrial application especially in the plati!lg and galvanizing industry. Some ofthese are descnbed

in the following sections which also contain pertinent comment.

The overall advantage ofion exchange processes is the ability ofthe resin to adsorb ions, such as

cyanides that are present in small concentrations, quickly, thus facilitating the concentration
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thereof Another advantage is that, unlike with chemical techniques for the recovery ofcyanides,

there are no solution based toxic intermediaries produced e.g. cyanate and thiocyanate.

Concentration ofcyanides is a necessity ifthe waste solution being processed is ofa large f1mvrate

and!or contains only a very small, yet toxic, quantity ofcyanides. Chemical techniques are at a

distinct disadvantage in this regard requiring excessive quantities ofreagent to process an effluent

ofthis nature.

3.3.2.1 Carlson process (pat. 1982)[4]

The Carlson process is a complicated process designed to remove toxic metals and cyanides from

waste waters, especially the effluent ofplating baths, by passing the contaminated liquid upward

through three separate resin layers in succession. The physical characteristics ofeach resin group is

such that clasification is easily achieved by hydrodynamic forces. The inventors suggest that the

proportions ofeach ofthese resins will be dictated by the nature and quantitative character ofthe

undesirables in the effluent.

The three resin types, in order ofcontact with the feed solution, are;

*A strong base anion exchange resin,

* a weak acid cation exchange resin,

* a strongadd cation exchange resin

The strong base resin should preferably be a Type L with quaternary ammonium functional group:

R - N T

- (CH),

or
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The weak acid resin is a carboxylic type:

R - COO-

and the strong acid resin is the standard sulfonic type:

R - SOj

The resins are regenerated in a two phase OperatiOIL Initially, a strong acid solution(i.e.

hydrochloric acid) is used to put the cation resins into the hydrogen form and the strong base resin

into the chloride form. The second stage is a caustic wash, where caustic solution is passed

through at least a portion ofthe bed, converting the strong base resin to the hydroxyl form and the

weak acid resin to the sodium form. The strong acid resin is unaffected by this.

A further aspect ofthis patent is the acidification ofthe product ofresin regeneration resulting in

the formation ofhydrocyanic gas which in turn is contacted ",~th a caustic solution in a gas liquid

contactor for cyanide recovery.

3.3.2.2 Comments

It is ofinterest to note that, in it's published examples ofeflluent treatment, the patent release

document concentrates on the effluent ofplating baths rather than mining eflluent and also gives no

indication ofthe number ofregeneration cycles that could be undertaken before the active sites

become ineffective. This, combined ",~ the reality that hydrochloric acid and caustic soda are

relatively expensive reagents, could make the cost ofthis process too high for use in larger

industrial installatioILS, such as a large mineral processing plant. A number ofauthors have reported

that one ofthe realities ofmetal cyanide removal from solution by adsorption onto strong base

resin is that elution ofthe cyanide complex during the regeneration procedure is not easily

achieved[26]. The report descnoing the CarIson patent makes no comment on this nor is it clear

about how the strong acid resin is prevented from being converted to the sodium form during the

caustic wash. Possibly the regenerant is only passed through a section ofthe bed.
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This invention relates to the recovery ofcywide reagents for reuse, from waste solutions bea,-ing

soluble metal complexes. More particularly, the invention is directed to the recovery ofcyanide

from gold mill effluent solutions which contain a mixture offree cyanide and complex heavy metal

cyanides

The effluent is passl:d through a bed ofanion exchange resin which may be ofthe weak or strong

base type, but should have a macroporous structure and be in the sulphate form. The patent does

not stipulate any specific functional group. All cyanide metal complexes i.e. zinc, copper, iron and

nickel are readily absorbed, while free cyanide passes through the bed. The product ofthis ion

exchange process can, after spiking with free cyanide, be readily reused in the further leaching of

ores as it is devoid ofmost metal complexes and has some residual free cyanide in solution. The

inventor suggests that the process be semi-batch, in that resin beds alternate between the loading

and the regeneration stages, with the extent ofresin loading being determined by monitoring for

breakthrough.

Regeneration ofthe resin is achieved by passing a dilute solution ofsulphuric acid is passed up

wards through the bed displacing the metal cyanide complexes and returning the resin to the

sulphate form. The effluent ofthe regeneration process is then fed into a liquid-gas contactor.

",iJere air is used to assist in the volatilization ofall the hydrocyanic gas. The hydrocyanic gas-rich

air is then passed up-flow through a caustic scrubber, where the HCN is absorbed into solution.

The caustic feed to the scrubber could either be an independantly made up solution ofcaustic, or

more conveniently be the effluent solution ofthe loading cycle.

An important aspect that characterises this patent, is the spiking ofthe regenerant solution with an

oxidant such as hydrogen peroxide, potassium peroxide, sodium peroxide, or ozone, so as to

fucilitate the controlled oxidation ofthe metal ion ofthe metal cyanide complex adsorbed under

controlled oxidation conditions. The inventor also suggests that the regeneration process may be

more efficiently achieved and controlled by the introduction ofan oxidant at a rate sufficient to
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maintain a redox potential of+500 mV (measured against a standard calomel electrode) in the

regenerant solution.

3.3.3.2 Comments

What is not pointed out by the inventors ofthis patent is the importance that should be attnbuted

to the controlled rate ofinjection ofoxidants into the regenerant solution, as an excess ofoxidant

could well result in damage to the amines, ofthe active sites on the base resin, through chemical

oxidation thereof In addition there is no mention, in any ofthe listed examples oftrial runs, of

how many cycles a single quantity ofresin can experience before permanent chemical degradation

renders the resin useless.

3.3.4.1 The GM-IX process 1987[3]

This process advocates the use of an ion exchange resin in conjunction with a gas membrane

. module to selectively recover cyanide from the spent regenerant solution. The process is

predominantly concerned with the recovery ofcyanide from a solution where the cyanide is

complexed with zinc. This effluent is found to be the by-product ofa variety ofindustries such as,

iron and steel manufacturing, photographic bleaching and metal plating and finishing, all ofwhich

generate substantial volumes ofcyanide-bearing waste-water.

The waste-water solution is passed through a bed ofstrong base resin which is in the sulphate

form. The anionic zinc cyanide complex and the free cyanide are readily adsorbed by the active

sites on the resin, producing an effluent free ofzinc cyanide complexes and free cyanide. The

regeneration process is accomplished by continually circulating a dilute solution ofsulphuric acid

through the resin bed over a long period oftime, a necessity, given the slow kinetics ofdesorption.

To remove the developed hydrocyanic acid from the desorption circuit, the acid is passed over a

gas permeable membrane which has a solution ofcaustic soda circulating on the opposite side.

Forces ofdiffusion cause the hydrocyanic gas to pass through the membrane, be readily absorbed
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by the caustic and, with time, completely removed from the acid circuit. Once adsorbed in the

caustic circuit the free cyanide can potentially be reused as sodium cyanide solution.

The authors give no indication ofthe type and nature ofthe active functional group to be used,

although, according to the At'dBERLITE GTh'ERAL PRODUCT DATA SHEET, the resin used

in the published example has the "tri-methyl ammonium" functional group.

3.3.4.2 Comments

Although being a highly efficient and novel technique for the removal ofcyanide, a disadvantage of

this process is the slow rate ofelution kinetics. This is borne out by figures given in an example[3]

which uses a strong base gel type resin IRA400. The researchers also limited their test-work to the

zinc cyanide complex found in effluents produced by the listed industries. The mineral processing

industry however, produces effluents with a great number ofdifferent metal cyanide complexes

(i.e. Table 1). It is reasonable to assume that the outcome offurther test-work may prove this

process to be effective in the removal of metal cyanide complexes other than zinc. Further

investigation into the type ofresin and functional group will play a large role in defining potential

possibilities for this process.

3.3.5.1 The Coltinari Process 1985[27]

This process uses a weak base anion exchange resin to remove cyanide metal complexes from

dilute cyanide solution while the free cyanide is allowed to pass through and can ether be reused in

the process, or sold as a useful by product. Although the author gives no indication ofthe

functional group it is assumed that a di-methyl or -methy ammonium group is used:

R - N -(CH)2 or
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The inventor moots the idea that ifit is desirable to remove the free cyanide, the feed to the resin

bed could be spiked by some metal salt so as to generate further metal complexes which in turn

will be adsorbed. After adsorption onto the resin the cyanide complexes are then eluted from the

resin using a milk- of-lime solution, producing a cyanide-rich eluate. Complete elution is

accomplished by recycling the eluting fluid past a bed ofsolid calcium hydroxide, so as to maintain

the eluting fluid in calcium hydroxide saturation. The recycling results in a high concentration of

cyanide being attained in the eluate. This eluate is then subjected to an acidification / volatilization

process, with acidification being achieved preferably with sulphuric acid. The inventer points out

that those more stab1e cyanide complexes such as ferro- and cobaltocyanide will not be susceptible

to acidification and despite not being recoverable will at least be concentrated in the acidified eluate

for disposal. The hydrocyanic gas product ofthe acidification / volatilization step is effectively

removed from solution by heating and air-sparging. The author does not itldicate how the

hydrocyanic-rich off- gas is to be further processed. However, it is assumed that it could be

contacted with some sort ofalkali solution in a liquid-gas contactor to facilitate the cyanide

realizing a more useful form.

3.3.5.2 Comments

The inventor does not make any comment on how one is to dispose ofthe large quantities of

gypsum that will be generated during the acidification process, that is ifthe suggested sulphuric

acid is to be used. Further concerns could be voiced on heating large quantities ofacidic solution.

Even ifutility steam were available, such action would represent a massive energy consumption

seriously affecting the economic feasibility ofthis patent. In addition the author gives no indication

about how to treat the iron cyanide complexes prevalent in the waste streams ofmineral processing

plants that will clearly not be removed by this process.
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3.4.1 A short history ofresearch into ion exchange technology for the recovery of

cyanides from mining effluents

The use ofanion exchange resins for the removal offree and complexed cyanides from solution

was first scientifically investigated in detail in 1959[28]. Industrial trends in the seventies, towards

more stringent effluent regulations, resulted in renewed interest in the treating ofCanadian gold

mining cyanide effluent[29]. It is well understood that the affinity ofa resin for a specific ion

increases with increasing charge on the resin and the anion being adsorbed. As a result, the di- and

tri-valent negative metal cyanide complexes are removed in preference to free cyanide. Early

investigations[28] found researchers removing cyanide by converting free cyanide into the copper

cyanide complex by the addition ofelemental copper and then adsorbing it onto strong base resin

in this form.

Since the middle seventies most ofthe work done[4, 31, 32] on the recovery ofmetal cyanides has

been performed using strong base quaternary amine resins in the Duolite and Amberlite range.

However, a weak: base resin has also been investigated[30].

.The results ofa substantial test program undertaken at the Homestake Mining Company from

1980 to 1983 demonstrate that strong base resins were by far the most effective for the removal of

metal cyanides[35]. These tests also indicated problems with resin regeneration and with the

evident trend ofrapid loss in adsorption capacity with continuous loading and regeneration cycles.

A further problem encountered was with competitive adsorption between thiocyanate and the

metal cyanides. Despite these problems ion exchange was considered a good polishing process for

the treatment ofmetal complex cyanides present at concentrations ofonly a few ppm but not for

any greater ion exchange duties.

3.4.2 More recent developments

The last five years have seen a number ofresearchers studying the recovery ofmetal cyanide using

strong base ion exchange resins such as IRA958[341, and GT-73 (Mudder unpublished data[35]).
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Mudder et al[35] reported that IRA958 was ineffective in both metals and cyanide removal

especially in the presence ofhigh concentrations ofsulphate and thiocyanate i.e. 1500 and 30 ppm

correspondingly. Mudder reported GT-73 to perform excellently when exposed to the identical

conditions. The results ofthis test work are given in Table 4. Further test work on regeneratability

and possible poisoning trends were not done.

effluent parameters influent conc. effluent conc. effluent conc.

(mgll) after 48Hours after 96Hours

total cyanide 1.7 0.19 0.49

WAD cyanide 1.2 0.19 0.11

eu dissolved 0.39 0.01 om

Hg dissolved 0.014 <0.005 <0.005

Ag dissolved 0.9 0.01 0.01

Zn dissolved 0.09 0.02 0.04

AmmoniaasN 18.6 16.7

Table 4[35]

3.4.2.2

Results of the ion exchange experiments

employing ion exchange resin GT-73

Results ofwork by this author

The test which forms the nucleus ofthis thesis, has shown IRA958 to be very effective in the

adsorption of Polyvalent .went metal cyanide complexes even in the presence ofa large

concent:ra!i.on ofsulphate i.e. l000pprn Effective regeneration was found to be straight forv,ard
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and could be achieved by a simple brine solution where the major solute component is industrial

sodium chloride.

3.4.3.1 The Cy-tech exchange system[35]

This system is the most recent cyanide recovery process involving ion exchange. The company that

operates this system is Cy-tech and to date only a single plant has been commissioned. This is a

recovery unit in Quebec Canada[35] the capacity ofwhich is five cubic meters ofeffluent per hour.

No indication ofthe concentration ofdissolved cyanides is given.
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Figure 2[35] Cy-Tech system for ion exchange recovery of cyanide

Not much has been published about this system but a diagram ofthe plant is available which

features an ion adsorption section, through which the treatable effiuent passes, followed by a

regeneration/elution section in which acid is used to remove the cyanide complexes.
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The resin used is a strong base ion exchange resin which readily adsorbs the metal cyanides thus:

2(Resin+ X) + M(CN )~' => (Resin+ ),M(CN )~' + 2 X

Regeneration/elution with dilute sulphuric acid proceeds thus:

(Resin+)l~(CN)._, + 2H,SO. => (Resin+),SO;- + 4HCN + MSO.

The spent regenerant is treated in a stripping column producing a hydrocyanic-rich offgas which is

then absorbed by a caustic solution in an absorber unit.

3.4.3.2 Comment

It is difficult to comment mainly due to lack ofdetailed information about the process. However

Mudder et al[35] report that a company has been established which earns it keep directly from the

profitability ofthis process.
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CHAPTER 4

ION EXCHANGE TEST-WORK ON IRA958

4.1 Introduction to the ion exchange study

The rate ofIon exchange between solid and liquid phase, in a resin in solution application, is

controlled by a number offactors:

*Diffusion Qjions through the liquidfilm surrounding the particle.

*Diffusion ojions through the pores ojthe polymeric matrix ojthe resin.

*Attachment to thefunctional groups on the resin matrix.

In most instances one ofthe resistances above offers much greater resistance than the others, and

hence becomes the rate controlling, or rate limiting step. There are standard techniques to discover

which is the controlling step, for any particular set ofcircumstances:

*Altered levels ojagitation in the vicinity ojthe solidphase, (will increase/decreasefilm

controlling resistance)

* The interruption test. (will indicate pore diffusion controlling reSistance)

In the initial stages ofa kinetic study, the laminar layer is rate controlling arld hence it is at this

point that its resistance can be determined. In addition when convection in the solution is slight

and/or the degree ofpolymer cross-linking within the resin structure is low i.e. large interstitial

spaces(pores) in resin structure, the main resistance to mass transfer could also be in the laminar

layer. Resin IRA958, the subject ofthis thesis, has very large interstitial spaces. So we expect low

capacities and maximum al!mvance for large strongly negative molecules. The A..l\1BERLlTE

GThtRAL PRODUCT DATA SHEET reports the following for IRA958

Capacity

Density

0.50 eq/l (per litre of resin)

L08 kg/l (per litre ofresin)
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A strong base resin IRA958 was initially developed by Rohm and Haas specifically for the

recovery ofthe iron cyanide complex[36], although there have been some reports ofpoor

perforrnance[35]. One ofthe existing problems with strong base resins, in the adsorption ofiron

cyanides, was the difficulty associated ",ith the slow kinetics ofdesorption. To overcome this

problem greater emphasis was placed on the size ofthe resin's pore structure and to the overall

strength ofthe matrix. The sheer size ofthe iron cyanide molecule and the strength ofits ionic

charge requires attention to these characteristics ofthe resin. A further development was that

sodium cWoride was found to be an excellent elution reagent whereby the cWoride ion with its

strong e1ectro-negati"ity effectively displaces the iron cyanide complex[36].

4.3.1 The porosity of IRA958 resin

IRA958 is a strong-base, rnacroporous resin which has a crosslinked acrylic copolymer matrix(very

large pore sizes). Currently, it sees application in sugar refining plants, where its chieffunction is

the adsorption oflarge organic molecules, similar in size and nature to metal cyanide complexes

As IRA958 presently has a confined application its production is limited. The active site ofthe

IRA958 is the tri-methyl ammonium group.

4.3.2 Functional group ofIRA958 resin

There is ~dence that by varying the functional group ofthe adsorbent resin, selectivity can be

achieved on the basis ofionic valency[37]. Resins with tri-ethyl ammonium groups (Figure 3) have

been shown to be more selective towards the mono- and bi- valent metal cyanides. e.g. Au(CN)/

and Ni(CN)/, while, the tri-methyl ammonia functional group (Figure 4) tends to attract the multi

valent metal cyanide complexes e.g. Fe(CI\'),;'3, Cu(CN)/. Based on this it is reasonable to assume

that IRA958 ",ill have a greater affinity for the polyvalent metal cyanides than the mono- and bi

valent cyanides. As these complexes contain the greater quantity ofcyanide molecules, there can
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be no doubt that tri-methyl anunonia group is the more desirable for the purposes ofcyanide

recovery.

/CH2 - CH3
/

N+ CH2 - CH3
"',

CH2 - CH3

Figure 3. Tri-ethyl ammonium group

Figure 4. Tri-methyl ammonium group

4.4 The metal cyanides used for adsorption and desorption test-work

It was decided to evaluate the adsorption and desorption characteristics ofstrong base resin

IR.A958 by contacting the resin with solutions ofspecifically chosen metal cyanides in a contantly

stirred batch reactor. The disappearance (in adsorption) and appearance (in regeneration) ofthese

complexes would be observed for the purposes ofevaluating the performance ofIR.A958. Four

metal cyanide complexes were selected to represent the bulk ofmetal cyanides shown to be

prevalent in the waste ofmineral processing plants(Table 1). These were the cyanide complexes of

nickel, iron, copper and cobalt.
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4.4.1 Iron and copper

Iron and copper were chosen chiefly because oftheir reported above-average concentrations in the

effluent ofmineral processing plants and for their polyvalent character. It is also notable that iron

cyanide solution has a distinctive yellow/green colour that alters in intensity with changing

concentration. This phenomenon makes for easy visual qualitative evaluation. The iron and copper

cyanide complex: solutions are also relatively easy to obtain. The iron cyanide complex is acquirable

as ferricyanide frompotassium hexacyanoferrate{III), thus:

K,Fe(IIl)(CN)6 <:> 3 K + [ Fe(IIl)(CN)6 r

while the copper cyanide complex is manufactured from copper(II)cyanide and the addition ofa

stoichiometric quantity ofpotassium cyanide, thus:

Cu,(CN), + 6KCN <=> 6/\ + 2Cu(CN );-

4.4.2 Nickel

The nickel cyanide complex was chosen because ofits prevalence in mineral processing waste and

its divalency. Its divalency, it was expected, would result in the observation of the reported lesser

affinity ofIRA958 for this complex, as a result ofthe tri-methyl ammonium group active sites[37].

The nickel cyanide complex solution was also easily obtained by the dissolution ofpotassium

tetracyanonicklate(ll) hydrate, forming the tetracyanonickelate(ll) complex, thus:
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4.4.3 Cobalt

The cobalt cyanide complex was chosen because ofa reported polymerization tendency, at pH

below nine, once adsorbed onto strong base resin[38]. Such a phenomenon would seriously

impede any regeneration ofthe resin, rendering it useless for further adsorption. It was postulated

that, as a solution ofbrine / sodium chloride would be used for regeneration having a pH ofnot

less than seven, the polymerization tendency may well not be severe. The preperation ofthe

cobaltic-cyanide complex was achieved by reacting cobaltosulphate at room temperature with

potassium cyanide in'SOlution thereby producing the cobaltic hexacyanide complex, thus:

6CN + CoSO. <=> SV;-+ Co(CN );-

4.5 Adsorption test-work

The cyanide complexes ofnickeL iron, copper and cobalt were adsorbed separately onto IRA958

in stirred batch reactors and in the presence ofexcess cyanide. The transition metal concentrations

used in each test were similar to the average concentrations found in the efiluent ofmineral

processing plants throughout the world and the amount ofresin used was sufficient to adsorb

approximately two thirds ofthe metal cyanides present. The reason for this was so that the kinetics

at resin saturation could be observed. The four synthesised metal cyanided solutions descnbed

above were used in separate batch adsorption tests carried out a 1,5 litre bafiled beakers, agitated

by a magnetic stirrer. As the kinetics ofadsorption for each ofthese complexes are compared,

special attention was given to ensuring that the geometric configuration and agitation power input

per unit volume, for each test, was identical. This was achieved by completing each test separately

at identical stirring speed and temperature.

The adsorption test was started by adding a quantity ofresin in the chloride form to each beaker

calculated to adsorb two thirds ofthe metal cyanide present in solution at saturation. Eight grab

samples were then taken at increasing time intervals, v.1Ji1e a ninth sample extracted at twenty four
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hours was concidered to give an equilibrium value, despite there being no percivable change in

concentration at the 8 hours.

4.5.1 Adsorption in the presence of snlphate

All tests were then repeated under identical conditions with the addition of2.22g sodium sulphate,

so as to attain a concentration of lOOOppm sulphate in solution. Sulphate, like the metal cyanide

complexes, is a polyatomic anion and according to data published by Smith and :Mudder[2](Table

1), is present in high concentrations in mineral processing effluent. It was therefore considered

pertinant to carry out this test as evidence of interference, during the adsorption ofmetal cyanides,

caused by the presence ofthe sulphate ion, would be notable.

4.5.2 Resnlts ofadsorption test-work

The results ofthe first set ofadsorption tests(Figure 5), where no competing anions were present,

indicated that all ofthe cyanide complexes tested, are readily adsorbed onto IRA958. The second

set ofadsorption tests(Figure 6) demonstrated that even in the presence ofa large excess of

sulphate(lOOOppm), all four metal cyanides were still found to be preferentially adsorbed. In both

sets oftests rapid kinetics were observed while the equilibrium value ofthe Ni(CN)/ complex

appeared to be affected by the presence ofsulphate. This situation could be attnbuted to the

bivalent state ofthe nickel cyanide complex for which the tri-methyl ammonium group has a lower

affinity(See 4.3.2). It is interesting to note that almost 90% ofequilibrium value is attained within

one hour ofthe commencement ofadsorption.
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A further matrix oftests were conducted in which analytical grade sodium chloride and brine

solution were separately tested as regeneration agents. These tests were carried out in batch

reactors ofthe same dimensions as those used in the adsorption tests. Standard solutions ofsodium

chloride were contacted with four separate quantities ofresin, each saturated with one ofthe four

metal cyanides. The saturated resin was achieved by submersing in an agitated soultion containing

an excess ofthe applicable metal cyanide for 40 hours. Thereafter the resin was removed and

washed with deionized water before preceeding with the test. These tests were conducted in the

same manner as those ofthe adsorption tests, with samples being extracted from the batch reactor

at increasing time intervals and an equihorium value being taken at twenty four hours.

4.6.1 Desorption results and discussion

The results ofthe desorption tests are shown in Figure 7. The regeneration tests were repeated

with brine solution ofapproximately the same ionic strength. The results are given in Figure 8. It is

reasonable to assert that the results shown in Figures 7, 8 are satisfactory, ifone considers that they

were achieved after only a single "batch" contact with the regenerant. The tendency for the nickel

cyanide complex to be easily dislodged from the resin, can once again be explained by the lower

affinity the tri-methyl ammonium functional group has for this bivalent complex (See 4.3.2). As in

the adsorption tests, the kinetics ofresin regeneration are rapid, with ninety percent ofthe

equilibrium values being reached within one hour. From Figure 8 it can be deduced that the quality

ofregeneration in brine solution is similar to that ofanalytical grade sodium chloride solution, with

marginal improvements being observed in the removal ofthe iron and nickel cyanide complexes.

An explanation for this is that impurities in the brine solution (anions) may be preferetially taken up

by the resin in place ofdoride. Futher test-work would shed light on this phenomenon.
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CHAPTER FIVE

LITERATURE SURVEY AND BACK GROUND STUDY

INTO FLUIDIZATION TECHNOLOGY

5.1 Why the fluidized bed approach

The advantages ofthe fluidized bed route are the more efficient use ofresin hold-up (as the

fluidized bed concept loans itselfto the posSibilities ofthe plug flow reactor) and the typically

lower pressure drop to ilia! ofa fixed bed ofequivalent ion exchange duty. It is also notable ilia!

the fluidized bed configuration offers the means to employ a continuous process. The second part

ofthis study constituted the development ofa technique for the better understanding ofthe

fluidization characteristics ofion exchange resin.

5.2 Fluidization and ion exchange resin

Since their development pseudo-continuous fluidized bed ion exchange reactors such as the

CloetelStreat[39] and NIMCIX columns have been used in many industrial ion exchange

applications. However, a difficulty is encountered in designing fluidized bed ion exchange

equipment, in the context ofresin compartment dimensions optomization, when bed expansion is

poorly predicted. Particularly in the instance where the difference between resin and fluidization

solution density is small, and / or the inventary ofresin in service at anyone time is large. Not only

do the recepticals dimensions affect the capital cost ofconstruction, they also stricture the volume

ofresin in service at anyone time which ultimately dictates plant capacity and performance.

A typical resin bead is a spherical porous structure which undergoes a slight change in volume, and

a more substantial change in skeletal density, during the ion exchange process. Despite there being

an abundance ofinformation describing the particu1ate fluidization characteristics ofparticu1ate

substances on the basis of physical characteristics all ofwhich is based on the behaviour ofsolid

spherical particls, the porous nature ofion exchange resin as an aqueously fluidized solid, makes

applicability questionable.
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Published mathematical correlations[40], for the prediction ofexpansion ofa fluidized bed of

particles require a particle density which, depending on its value can have a great effect on the final

expansion prediction.- Being ofa porous nature, it might be more correct to refer to a resin bead's

'apparent density' offluidization, a property which will only be significant when the resin is in a

turbulent suspension, with the continuous phase intruding into the porous resin. It is evident

therefore, that the physical characteristics ofthe continuous phase will play a substantial role in

dictating the apparent density ofa resin bead, clearly a difficult constant to measure gravimetrically.

Akapo et al[41] have advocated the reverse notion suggesting that particle density ofporous

aeratable powders could be measured by observing the expansion characteristics ofthe solid, while

NicolleIIa et al[42] apply the theory through to liquid fluidized beds.

A further problem is the poly-sized nature ofmanufactured resin, which in itself; and in its

alteration as a result ofminor adjustments in the resin manufacturing process, plays a significant

role in the fluidization behaviour ofthe resin. Only recently have certain resin manufactures

developed a process for manufacturing a mono-sized ion exchange resin, and this only for the most

connnonly consumed resins. Hartman et al[43] and Foscole et al[44] both reported that a wide

range ofparticle size distnoution, amongst other phenomenon, has a substantial effect on

fluidization behaviour. Consider that there is approximately a four-fold difference in diameter from

the smallest to the largest resin bead as supplied by most resin manufacturers, and that the particle

size distnoution between, varies some what from batch to batch.

Finally, empirical relationships which describe the expansion ofa fluidized bed always correlate

voidage to fluid velocity, and hence require the free wet settled voidage as a necessary base

constant from which an expanded voidage, and hence a bed expansion, can be calculated. The free

wet settled voidage, just as the apparent density offluidization, will also be a difficult quantity to

measure when using a porous discontinuous phase such as ion exchange resin. Another

observation is that this value is not necessarily constant and depends chiefly on the manner in

which the bed is allowed to settle.

In this study we attempt to see ifexisting fluidized bed technology, which requires these difficult to

attain values for expansion prediction purposes, can be adapted and utilized for a bed offluidized

resin. It is suggested that given the particle size distnoution, an adapted version ofthe serial or



incremental model can be fitted to measured expansion data by searching for, resin apparent

density, and bed free wet settled voidage.

50
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CHAPTER SIX

A FURTIIER DEVELOPMENT OF TIlE "SERIAL" MODEL

A LOGICAL PROGRESSION

6.1 The Mono-sized particle bed

The Levenspiel criterion[45](i.e. small difference between density ofdiscontinous and contionus

phase) for detemrining fluidization stability, suggests that resin beads fluidized in an aqueous

medium will tend to exhibit particulate or smooth fluidization over a large range offluidization

velocities. Particulate fluidization is defined as being a situation in which the bed continues to

expand with increasing fluid velocity and rnaintaines its unifonn character, with the amount of

agitation ofthe particles increasing progressively. Under this circumstance one would expect the

well established Richardson and Zaki[40] equation to satisfactorily dictate the relationship

between voidage, and fluidization velocity for a fluidized, mono-sized bed ofresin.

where:

U =Ut -e"

n = [5.5 + 23 ~pa -IJ'075

Ga= dp3g(PS ~ pJpL
P

(21 < Ga < 2.4£4)

.1

..2

..3

To calculate the actual bed expansion (E), based on the change in voidage from the free wet settled

condition, the following re1ationship can be used:

1-e
£= t

1-e
..4
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6.1.1 The poly-sized particle bed

Two theories have been presented, regarding the effective prediction ofexpansion, ofconstant

density poly-sized particulately fluidized beds. The averaging model[46, 47], which asswnes a

single particle diameter to be representative ofthe entire bed, has been demonstrated by Epstein et

al[48] to be inadequate at high voidages where the expansion contribution ofthe smaller sized

particles tend to dominate. The averaging approach has also been proposed by Wen et al[47] for

beds with a largest to smallest particle size ratio ofnot greater that 1.3, another limitation which

effectively discounts thIs approximation technique as a possibility for resin beads, as on average

there is a four-fold increase in particle size from smallest to largest size i.e. 300 - 1200 microns.

The short cornings ofthe averaging model seem to outweigh the advantageous lack ofexcessive

calculation.

The serial or incremental model is proposed by a number ofauthors [40, 49] and asswnes that the

overall expansion ofa particuJately fluidized bed ofparticles is simply the swn ofthe individual

expansions that each species would display, iffluidized separately, by the same parameters. The

classification ofparticles in the axial dimension, a phenomenon which has been measured by

Garside et al[50] has shown that the variation ofloca1 voidage can be predicted by assuming the

bed to be totally classified even in the regions where classification is absent. This loans credence to

the serial model as a semi-fundamental representation ofthe real condition which may be described

as one in which each particle exerts a certain voidage envelope around itselfdictated by its physical

characteristics and that ofthe continuous phase. A three dimensional, more complicated approach

to understanding fluidization characteristics, along these lines, is attempted by Patwardhan et

al[51] in their cell model, for particu1ately fluidized beds.1fthe serial model is applied to a poly

sized fluidized bed, the overall bed expansion component should be equaI to the swn ofthe

individual expansion component's advanced by the various size fractions, thus:

>fp,

E,=(J:.V.(Ei - 1)]+1
>fp,

..5
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Ifone accepts the volume fraction(V), and terminal velocity (U,), to be a function ofparticle

size($) thus:

U, = F(dp)

then combining equations 1, 4, 6 and 7, and integrating for the entire ben in the domain ofresin

bead size, results in the following:

Jp:ro 1

f -ejo>

Et = 1 + G(dp).( . - l)ddp
Jp=o 1 - (U / F(dp)) J. "

Ifthe serial model is valid, equation 8 should effectively predict the expansion factor ofa liquid

fluidized bed ofconstant density poly-sized particles, such as resin.

6.1.2 Particle size distribution

..6

..7

..8

It is clear that the relationship signified by equation 6 could take on any form, the only prerequisite

being that each particle size has a singular volume fraction value. It is also reasonable to assume

that in most applications, the particle size distribution ofresin, ....ill be a continuous function of

particle size within two distinct particle diameters and above zero. For the purposes ofthis study a

continuous functional relationship was developed by the application ofan adapted spline routine

algorithm to raw data. This adaption compensated for the unrealistic negative values reported by

the developed spline function when the processing ofraw particle size distribution data resulted in

a spline curve that intersected the zero volume line ex axis) at hig.1J. differential within the particle

size domain. All sets ofraw distnbution data were normalized, before the adapted spline routine

was applied, a process which is descnbed, thus;

Ij V; is the volumefraction ojthe resin in the ith ojthe in total N inter screen intervals,
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andL i is the extent ofthis interval in particle diameters then calculation C?,f the size

fraction is achievedthus:

Si =
Vii Li

'"LVjL;
i=l

The arithmetic mean ofthe screen fraction limits ofthe ith fraction was then paired with the

calculated nonnalized volume fraction ofthe ith interval, before being "splined" for development

into an algorithm base4 continuous function.

6.2 Tenninal velocity

There are a number ofpublished models (equation 7) describing terminal velocity of spherical

particles in a continuous medium and as ion exchange resin beads can be assumed to have a near

perfect spherical shape, the accuracy ofthese models could easily be tested. The apparent density

ofthe resin beads applicable to the terminal velocity models was assumed to be the same as that in

the Zaki andRichardson relationship (equation 1).

6.2.1 Tenninal velocity model ofShiller et aJ

\\'here:

Ga = l8.Re, + 2,7.Re:·687
••10

Re, =
p,.dp.U,

f.J
••11

Note that the terminal velocity variable is present in both the right hand side terms which are each

raised to different "real indices", requiring the use ofa complicated iterative procedure(e.g. Rapson

Newton) to solve for terminal velocity given all the other physical characteristics ofthe system.
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6.2.2 Tenninal velocity model ofHartman et aJ

•.12

Where:

prAy =

••13

/(d,0017795.A - O,0573).A + 1,0315j.A - 1,26222

R(A) =

..14

0,99947 + 0,01853. SIN(1,848. A - 3,14)

6.2.3 The Ladenburg correction factor

Correction Factor = [1 + 2.4(dp / D)] ••16

The Ladenburg correction factor gives the empirical relationship between, the ratio ofpartical

diameter at terminal velocity to the radial dimentions ofthe finite medium, and the factor by which

the terminal velocity ofthe particle will be altered as a result ofit being in a finite medium.
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6.2.4 Testing the tenninal velocity models

The tenninal velocities, ofa number ofrandomly sized beads ofthe same resin in an identical

chemical matrix solution, were measured in the laboratory. The diameters ofthese beads varied

from 400 to 1000 microns with measurement being obtained as accurately as possible by using a

micrometer. As the apparent density ofthe resin, a requirement ofthe terminal velocity models,

could not be measured an iterative technique was used to check for parity between the measured

terminal velocities and those predicted by the Hartrnan et al model[53]. The iterative technique

proceeds as follows:

Each measuredresin diameter is individuallyput into the Hartman model together with

the other requiredand easily measurable characteristics ofthe conti1lll0llsphase i.e.

density and l7scosity. The resin "apparent density" is located by iteration bypeiforming

the calculationfor various assumedresin "apparent densities" wltil the measured

terminal velocity offor that beadsize ispredicted by the model. The average density o}

the resin beads is then calculated The calculated average apparent density is then used in

both the Hartman andShiller models to predict the terminal velocitiesfor each resin

diameter measured

The preceeding paragraph gives some indication ofthe importance of "apparent density" in

predicting terminal velocity and also the difficulty sorrounding its accurate measuremem.

A comparison ofthe Shiller et al[52] and Hartman et al[53] models in the applicable particle

Reynolds No. range and their correspondence to the measured data are shOlvn in Figure 9. The

Ladenburg correction[54] factor was used to correct the model predictions for a finite medium.

6.2.5 Comment on the model fits

From Figure 9 it can be deduced that in the field ofinterest the models vary only marginally in their

predictions, also ofnote is that the particle density achieved by iteration, is plausJble. Given these
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two observations, it was condoned that these results were sufficiently indicative to assume, with

reasonable confidence, the accuracy ofthe models in predicting the terminal velocity ofthe resin.

Given these observations, and the fact that the model ofShiller et aI, requires an iterative search

when solving for tenninal velocity for a stipulated resin density, it was decided to use the model of

Hartman et al, in all fluidization calculations.

0.04-,------------------"'7'1 .----,

0.035

~

Cl
~ 0.03E
~

~
0
0 0.025Cl
:>
cri
c
'E 0.02
~

.2

0.015

•
data

Shitler

Hartrran

0.01 +--=---,----.--..,.------,----.---,-----,---=---1
300 400 500 eoo 700 800 900 1 000 11 00

bead diameter (microns)

Figure 9 A comparison between the models ofShiller

and Hartman, including data measured by this author.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

STUDY OF FLUIDIZATION

CHARACTERISTICS OF ION EXCHANGE RESIN.

7.1 Introduction

To prove the effectiveness ofthe model presented in equation 8, it was decided to conduct a

matrix ofexpansion tests using two different resins, four columns and four system temperatures.

The resins chosen where:

C16

*A relatively dense, strong acidresin with a macroporous, styrene di-vinyl-benzene, co

polymer matrix anda sulphonic active site. (fluidized in the hydrogenform)

IRA958

*A relatively low density strong base resin with a macroporous crosslinkedacrylic di

vinyl-benzene, copolymer matrix structure andan active site consisting oftri-methyl

ammonium groups. (fluidized in the chlorideform)

The columns used had diameters of30, 40, 50, and 60 mm. The temperatures used were between

11 and 26 degrees centigrade. The particle size distribution together with the expansion data were

stored on computer disk using Turbo Pascal programs "PSDINPUT" and "EXPANlNPUT" which

are listed in appendixes A and B respectively. Once the data was stored on disk the Turbo Pascal

program "HOOKJEEVESOPTOMIZER"(appendix C) was used to fit the proposed model in

equation 8 to the data. The logic followed by the "HOOKJEEVESOPTOMlZER" program in

calculating the overall expansion ofthe resin bed is displayed in Figure 10. On completion the

program reported, the sum of square differences between data and model prediction, the average

resin "apparent density" and the free wet settled voidage.
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Figure 10 Logic flow chart of the

"Hookjeevesoptomizer" program

7.2 Tenninal velocity test-work

All terminal velocity tests were carried out in a two meter high glass tube with an internal diameter

ofabout 40rnm The diameters ofthe resin beads were measured by micrometer. The fall speed

was calculated by measuring the time taken for the bead to cover a predetermined vertical distance.

To ensure there were no adverse effects due to surface proximity, only the terminal velocity of

beads maintaining a preset distance from the side ofthe tube throughout their fall, were recorded.

Calculation ofthe terminal velocity by using the model ofP..artrnan et aI was attempted by

algebraic manipulation followed by substitution ofthe physical characteristics of the system
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Calculating the terminal velocity by means ofthe Shiller model required the use ofa differential

seek tecbnique(Newtons metbod). The results ofthis test-work are shown graphically in Figure 9.

7.3 Expansion testwork

The columns used to measure the expansion ofthe fluidized beds ofresin at various fluidization

rates, were constructed ofglass with an overall length of 1 meter, closed offat the bottom by a

sintered glass fluid distnbutor with an average pore size ofabout 17 - 40 microns. Into these glass

tubes varying quantities ofeach type ofresin were placed and their fluidization characteristics

observed. A turbulence settling zone was included below the sintered glass so as to allow for the

calming ofeddies created in the fluidizing liquid by the nozzle effect ofthe inlet, before reaching

the sintered glass. In the larger diameter columns it was considered necessary to further reduce the

jet action ofthe inlet by introducing solid baffles designed to distribute the nozzle effects ofthe

incoming liquid.

To acquire raw, expansion vs specific liquid velocity data, distiIIed water was fed via a controlling

gate valve to the bottom ofthe column from a header tank, so as to preclude any vibration.

Deionized water leaving the top ofthe column ran into a reservoir from where it was pumped back

to the header tank by a peristaltic pump in a closed loop. The temperature in both the header tank

and the reservoir was maintained at constant temperature by a system oftemperature controllers.

The level ofdeionized water in the header tank was kept constant by a feed back controller which

controlled the pumping rate ofthe peristaltic pump.

Avacuum breaker was installed at the fluid outlet ofthe colunm, so as to prevent siphoning action

from causing a variation in the vertical pressure drop across the bed. A diagram ofthe test rig is

displayed in Figure 11.
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Figure 11 Diagram of apparatus for obselVing bed

expansion characteristics of resin

Each resin was fluidized at various flow-rates tailored to elicit resin bed expansions ofbetween 10

and 150 percent

"100 percent

"200 percent

a doubling in size"

a trebling in size"

Wet sieve analysis was used to measure the particle size distnbutions. The density and viscosity of

the deionized water was calculated from the temperature, using equations 17 and 18 respectively,

where temperature (Temp) is in degrees centigrade, liquid density in kilograms per cubic meter and

liquid viscosity in pascal sec{)nds.
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water density =

..17

-4,604£ - 3.(Temp )1 _ 9,783£ - 3.(Temp) + 1£3

water viscosity =

..18

5,894£ - 7. (Temp )1 - 5,467£ - 5.(Temp) + 1,801£ - 3

7.4 Wet sieve analysis

As required by the model all resin had to be subjected to a wet screen analysis for the purposes of

developing a particle size distribution. Deionized water was used for all sieving work so as to

prevent any ion exchange activity which might very well have lead to resin expansion or matrix

density alternation.

The following 20 centimetre diameter screens were used for the screening analysis:

* 300,355, 425,500, 600, 710,850,1000, 1180 (microns)

This geometric progression grows by a factor more or less equivalent to the fourth root oftwo.

The reason for using such a progression is to decrease the effect ofthe exponential increase in the

volume ofparticles retained in each successive screen thus improving accuracy.

All resin beads passing the 300 micron screen were assumed to be nonspherical fragments oflarger

beads and hence were discarded. It was also assumed that all resin beads unable to pass the 1180

micron screen were smaller than 1200 microns. The resin manufacturer assured the author that all

resin particles are in t.l-te size range of300 to 1200 microns. All samples ofresin were examined

under a microscope so as to ensure that broken or partially fractured beads were kept to a

minimum
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Despite most ofthe parameters/variables in equation 8 being easily measurable, as previously

explained the free wet settled voidage and apparent density still remained an effective obstacle in

the application ofthe equation. To overcome this problem a technique was used, which comprised

offitting the Serial model to expansion vs linear velocity data, by searching for free wet settled

voidage and apparent resin density, for an optimal sum ofsquares. The search technique used was

that ofHook & Jeeves(appendix E). This particular search routine requires a large number of

iterations to obtain its final optimum but this is compensated for by its intrinsic stability.

7.5.1 The nonlinear problem

An early observation, with respect to the model fitting, was that a proportional change, based on

preset boundaries, ofapparent density resulted in a fur greater change in the sum ofsquare errors

than was the case when the identical change was made to free wet settled voidage. The

optirnization was therefore assumed to be ofa highly nonlinear nature for which compensation was

applied by adjusting the size ofthe Hook & Jeeves tentative increments for free wet settled

voidage in relation to resin apparent density. Various ratios were experimented "vith until multiples

were located that resulted in the "rate ofchange ofthe sum ofsquares" being similar in magnitude

for an identical amplitude oftentative search in the each ofthe two variables.

The factors found to be suitable in the search algorithm were: a 1/10000 for the apparent density

variable and 10 for the voidage.

7.6 Results and interpretations of fluidization testwork

The ''Hookjeveesoptimizer'' program took about 15 to 30 minutes to locate a global minimum

when used on a "8AM1'O" 486 66 :MHz DX40 personal computer. The emularion mode was not

used, ensuring the full use ofthe maths co-processor. The initial estimates ofthe "free wet settled
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voidage" and "apparent density" were given as 0.5 and 1300 kg.m-3 respectively. Figure 12 shows

examples ofthe measured particles size distnoutions ofthe two resins used in the fluidization

testwork and Figures 13 and 14 show the expansion data for the stipulated conditions together

with the fitted model and parameters.

All apparent densities obtained by the program, for each ofthe two resins under the different

circumstances were in good agreement, displaying effective independence from variation to system

temperature and alteration in column diameter. All values obtained were also exceedingly plausible

with all resin "apparent densities" being located in the 1050 kg.m-3 to the 1200 kg.m-3 range

(Figures 15,17) and voidages in the 0.3 to 0.4 range (Figures 16,18).

It was concluded by the author that the facts presented in the previous paragraph

constituted excellent circumstantial evidence, vindicating the argument on the effectiveness

ofthe application ofthe resin fluidization characterisation technique described in this

thesis.

Note that calculated apparent density and free wet settled voidage from data gleaned from the

operations involving the smallest diameter column (3Ornm) (appendix F) were characterised by a

greater scatter in the final values. This is attributed to the lack ofa turbulence settler zone (section

7.3) below the sintered glass ofthis particular column. In addition this particular column was far

older than the larger columns and hence the sintered glass was considered to be partially blocked

resulting in channelling

7.7 How ion exchange affects fluidization

In a further test to establish what effect the loading ofresin IRA958 would have on it's fluidization

characteristics. A quantity ofthis resin \vas initially fluidized in the chlorine fonn for the purposes

ofascertaining an expansion curve and then loaded with hexacyanoferrate(IlI) ions after which a

second expansion curve was assessed. The loading ion was fonned from the dissolution of

potassium hexacyanoferrate(lll).
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The hexacyanoferrate(III) ion was chosen as the loading ion, primarily because ofits abundance in

effluents (Table 1) and secondly because ofthe ease with which its presence can be determined on

the basis ofsolution colour. Furthermore, it has a higher mass per equivalent than tricyanocuprate,

the other most abundant metal cyanide, which means that during loading the expected larger

density change would result in greater variations to the fluidization characteristics ofthe resin.

Figure 19 presents the results ofthe expansion behaviour ofIRA958 in the chlorine and the

hexacyanoferrate(llI) forms, including the fitted Serial model. As can be predicted, there is a large

difference in the curves mainly as a result ofaltered density and free wet settled voidage.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSION

It is clear from the study presented in the thesis, that ifthe ion exchange route for the removal

and/or recovery ofmetal cyanide ions is to be pursued, the use of"Amberlite" IRA958 resin may

well be a feasible alternative. It is envisaged that a mineral plant efiluent, preceded by semi

clarification (e.g. bank ofhydro-cyclones), might then be contacted with IRA958 resin in a semi

continuous fluidized bed application, before disposal on the slimes dam, or tailing pond. Figure 20

is a tentative! broad desciiption ofa possible cyanide recovery plant.
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NOMENCLATURE

D

dp

dPi

dPI

dp,

E

E;

Et

e

g

Ga

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

empty fluidization tube diameter

particle diameter

particle size ofthe ith component

largest diameter bead in sample

smallest diameter bead in sample

expansion factor (1 = 0%, 2 = 100%)

expansion factor ofthe ith component

total expansion factor

voidage

free wet settled voidage

gravitational constant (9.81 m.s·2)

Galeleo number

= integer

= extent ofinter screen interval (micron size oflarger aperture screen less the micron

size of smaller aperture screen)

N = number ofinterscreen intervals

n = Richardson and Zaki expansion indices

R~ = Reynolds number

Si = normalized volume fraction ofthe ith screen interval

U = superficial tube vertical liquid velocity

Ut = terminal velocity

V = volume fraction

Vi = volume fraction of ith component ofresin

Greek symbols

A

Ps

!.L

=

=

=

density ofliquid

apparent density ofresin

liquid viscosity



APPEl\'D1X A

The following describes a data input program written in Turbo Pascal version 7. This program

records particle size distributions (PSD's) collected as quantity ofresin (volumetric) not passing

stated resin screen size X (microns). The program nonnalizes the data and then stores it as an

ASCII data file which has the general name "psd__.dat" the structure ofwhich is as follows:

DATA FILE

e.g.

6 (number of screens)

350 0010 (diameter microns) (nonnalized resin vol)

450 0.020 (diameter microns) (nonnalized resin vol)

600 0.015 (diameter microns) (normalized resin vol)

800 0.015 (diameter microns) (normalized resin vol)

10000.010 (diameter microns) (nonnalized resin vol)

11500.010 (diameter microns) (nonnalized resin vol)

PROGRAM

program psdinput;

uses

Crt;

const

Maxi =20;

var

q, prefix, suffix, dat, psd:string;

datpoipsd,i : integer,

F: text;
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begin

screen, resvol: Array [1..maxi] ofreal;

ClrScr,

{the following section sets up the data input}

write1n('TIllS PROGRAM IS FOR STORING PARTICLE SIZE DIS1RIBUTION

DATA');

write1n(' ');

write1n('Rememb~r the file will automatically);

write1n('get the prefix "psd", and the suffix ".dat"');

write1n('hence the outcome will be',' ','psd__.dat');

write1n(' ');

write1n('what do you what the file to be called, (5 digits only)');

read1n(q);

prefix := 'psd';

suffix := '.dat';

q := (prefix) + (q) + (suffi.x);

clrscr;

,vrite1n (q);

writeIn('how many data points are there(NUMBER OF SCREENS)');

read1n(datpoipsd);

for i := 1 to datpoipsd do begin

clrscr,

write1n('during input ofscreen and resin volume

data);

v.TiteIn('remember to put the screen aperture size first, in microns);

writeIn('foliowed by the volume ofresin found there on in ccrn or mls);

v.Titeln('start with the lowest screen size, and remember this);

v.Tite1n('prograrn assumes that there is nothing larger than 1200microns);

writeln;
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v.Titeln(,enter the data like this..');

writeln('screen aperture size data point No. 1 <enter>');

writeln(volume ofresin found there on data poi.,t No. I <enter>');

v.Titeln('screen aperture size data point NO.2 <enter>');

writeln(volume ofresin found there on data point No.2 <enter>');

write1n('etc, etc... .');

writeln('input screen aperture size',' ','data point',' ',i);

read(screen[i]);

writeln('volume ofresin' , , 'data point" , i)'J. , , , , ,

read(resvol[i]);

end;

clrscr;

screen[datpoipsd + 1] := 1200;

{The following section nonnalizes the data.}

v.Tite1n('No. ofdata points',' ',datpoipsd);

for i := 1 to (datpoipsd) do begin

resvol[i] := (resvol[i])I(screen[i+I] - screen[i]);

screen[i] := (screen[i+1] - screen[i])/2 + screen[i];

writeln(screen[i]:O:O,' ',resvol[i]:O:3);

end;

{The follol\ing section stores the data under file name given.}

Assign(F, q);

rev.'Iite(F);

v.Titeln(F, datpoipsd);

for i := 1 to datpoipsd do begin

v.'Iiteln(F, screen[i]:O:O,' ',resvol[i]:O:3);

end;

close(F);

writeln('file is now closed and;');

v.'Iite1n('stored on current drive as:',q);
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delay(3000);

end.
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APPENDIXB

The following descnbes a data input program written in Turbo Pascal version 7. This program

records all parameters surrounding a fluidization experiment, including a set ofsupemcialliquid

velocities vs resin bed expansions. The recorded parameters are; fluid temperature, resin bed

diameter and free wet settled resin bed hight(fwsh). The superficial fluid velocity is calculated from

inputed volumetric flm.vrates. The data is stored as an ASCII data file with the general name

"exp_.dat" the structure ofwhich is as follows:

DATA FILE

e.g

5

2.0000000E+OO01

40

l.OOOOOOOE+OOO2

9.9999999E-0004 44.9

1.9999997E-0003 86.3

3.0000002E-0003 133.8

3.9999994E-0003 198.2

4.9999999E-0003 316.6

(number offluidization velocities)

(temp offluid, degC)

(diameter ofbed, mm)

(fwsh ofresin, mm)

(liquid velocity)(expansion %)

(liquid velocity)(expansion %)

(liquid velocity)(expansion %)

(liquid velocity)(expansion %)

(liquid velocity)(expansion %)

PROGRAM

program expaninput;

uses

ert;

cons!

maxexpansions = 20;



var

begin

q, suffix, prefix, dat, exp : string;

expansions, diameter, i : integer;

fwsh, temp : real;

F: text;

volflow, velflow, expan: Array [1..maxexpansions] ofreal;

clrscr;

{this part ofthe program inputs the initial input}

writeln(TIIIS PROGRAM WILL TAKE IN TIIE RECORDED EXPA."N"SION

DATA');

writeln('M'D WILL TIIEN STORE TIllS DATA IN A FilE');

write1n(' ');

writeln('remember the file will automatically');

writeln('get the prefix "exp", and the suffix ".dat''');

writeln('hence the outcome will be',' ','exp__.dat');

write1nC ');

\vriteln('what is the name ofthe data?, (5 digits only)');

readln(q);

prefix := 'exp';

suffix:= '.dat';

q := (prefix) + (q) + (suffix);

cIrscr;

write1n (q);

write1nCwhat is the diameter ofthe column in mm please?');

readln(diameter);

writelnCwbat is the temperature ofthe solution in the column in degC please?');

readIn(temp);

writeln('excluding zero flows how many expansion were measured?');

readln(expansions);
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writeln('what was the free wet settled height ofthe bed, in mm 7');

readln(fwsh);

for i := 1 to expansions do begin

clrscr;

89

writeln(TIllS WILL BE FOR FILE',' ',q);

writeln('column diameter',' ','(',diarneter,'mm)');

writeln('temperature ofsolution','

\vriteln('free wet settled height ofbed','

writeln('llumber ofexpansions excluding 0 flow','

','expansions)');

writeln;

writeln;

','(',temp:O: l,'degC)');

','(',fwsh:O:2,'mm)');

"(' .,, ,expansIOns,

writeln('enter the flowrates, and expansions');

\vriteln('enter the data like this..');

writeln('volflow in rnVrnin data point No. I <enter>~;

writeln('height ofresin bed in mm data point No. 1

writeln(volflow in rnVrnin data point No.2 <enter>');

writeln('height ofresin bed in mm data point No.2

writelnCetc, etc... ');

writeln;

writeln('START WITH TIIE LOWEST FLOWRATE');

write1n(' ');

writelnCinput volflow',' ·,'data point',' ',i);

read(volflow[i]);

v.Tite1n('height ofresin bed',' ','data point',' ',i);

read(expan[i]);

end;

{This section calculates liquid velocities and % expansions.}

for i := I to expansions do begin

velflow[iJ := (volflow[i])/((diameter/20)*

(diarneter/20))*3.14159) * (1/6000);

<enter>');

<enter>');



expan[i] := ((expan[i]/fWsh}-1)*lOO

end;

{This section of the program prints out the me infonnation.}

clrscr;

writeln(' THIS WILL BE FOR FILE',' ',q);

writeln;

writeln;

writeln;

writeln('column diameter" "(' diameter 'mm)')', , , , ,

\vriteln('temperarure ofsolution',' ','(',temp:O: l,'degC)');

writeln('free wet settled height ofhed',' ','(',fWsh:O:2,'mm)');
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writeln('number ofexpansions excluding 0 flow','

writeln;

writeln;

','C,expansions,'I,lexpansions)');

for i := 1 to expansions do begin

writeln('data point No. ',i,' ','velocity','

','expansion',' ',expan[i]:O:l,'%);

end;

{The next part of the program stores the expansion data in a fIle.}

Assign(F, q);

rewrite(F);

writeln(F, expansions);

writeln(F, temp);

writeln(F, diameter);

writeln(F, fWsh);

for i := 1 to expansions do begin

writeln(F, velflow[i],' ',expan[i]:O:l);

end;

close(F);

',velflow[i]:O:5,' "'MIsec',',



writeln;

writeln;

writeln;

writeln('fiIe is now closed and');

writeln(stored on current drive as:',q);

delay(3000);

end.
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APPENDIXC

The following uncompiled computer software, written in Turbo Pascal version 7, simulates

particulaily fluidized beds for a continuous medium ofwater i.e. resin fluidized by an aqueous

medium. The program requires a particle size distnbution to be stored in an ASCII file structured

in the manner descnbed in appendix A This file can be generated manually by an editor, or can be

generated by running the program described in appendix A The program also requires some

general inputs such as; temperature ofthe continuous medium (water temperature), free wet

settled voidage, discontinuous medium density (resin density) and fluidized bed dimensions in the

horizontal plane(f1uidization tube diameter). Having processed these data and establishing the

fluidization parameters the program then requires superficial vertical velocities ofthe continuous

medium for which it then predicts a bed expansion. The program operator may input as many

velocities as he requires. The program assumes the fluidized bed to be perfectly circular in the

radial dimension i.e. at right angles to the average motion offluidization liquid.

PROGRAM

program expansions;

uses

Crt;

const

MaxN=500;

var

qpsd, ex, dat, suffix, prefix: string;

F,e, ELUTRIATION, FTh.'E: text;

~ datapo~ ineno, q, j, number, check: integer;

0, totfrac, temp, Ut, fvoidage, V, N, expan, expantot, fivsh,



perexpan, diameter, dp, ga, liqvis, liqdens, Re,

rdensity : real;

dps : Array[0..20] ofinteger;

voIs : Array[0..20] ofreal;

cl, u, w, p, inc, dx, dy, k, 1, s: Array [O..maxn] ofrea1;

a: Array[0..50, 0..50] ofreal;

Procedure vizdensity; .

{This procedure need's a "temp" in memory.}

begin

liqvis := (temp*temp*6.894e-7)-(temp*5.467e-5)+(0.001801);

liqdens:= (-temp*temp*0.004604)-(temp*9.783e-3)+(1000);

end;

Procedure tennvel;

{This procedure requires a particle diameter dp, resin

density rdensity, liquid viscosity liqvis.}

var

termveL A, P, R : real;

begin

Ga := «dp/lOOOOOO)*(dpflOOOOOO)*(dp/l00ססoo)*9. 8I*

(rdensity-liqdens)*liqdens)!(liqvis*liqvis);

A:= 1n(ga)/ln(l0);
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P := (((0.0017795 * A - 00573)*a + 1.0315)*a - 1.26222);

R:= In(0.99947 + 0.01853*sin(1.848 *a - 3.14»IIn(1O);

RE := EXP(LN(lO)*(P + R»;

Ut := Re * Iiqvis/(Iiqdens*(dp/l 000000»;

end;

begin

clrscr;

{This part of the program obtains the previously stored psd infonnation.}

writeln('THIS PROGRA.-M: WILL GIVE YOU EXPANSIONS FOR ANY SET OF

GIVEN PARAMETERS');

writelnC ');

writeln('Wbat is the name ofthe particle size distribution data?');

writeln('(only the four letter code is imporUlnt)');

readln(qpsd);

clrscr;

prefix := 'PSD';

suffix := '.DAT;

qpsd := (prefix) + (qpsd) + (suffix);

Assign(F, qpsd);

reset(F);

readln(F, datapoi);

for i := 0 to datapoi-l do begin

readln(t: dps[i], vols[i]);

end;

writeln(datapoi);

close(f);

{The next part of the program attempts to fit a spline to psdlvolumes data the variables are:

datapoi, number of data points; dps, particle sizes; vO\s, volumes attached to these sizes.}



CIrScr,

{This section determines the dps values which are going to he

determined.}

ineno := 500;

o := (dps[datapoi-I ]-dps[OJ)/(ineno+I); {CFine}

ine[I] := dps[OJ + 0; .

for q := 2 to ineno do begin

ine[q] := ine[q-IJ+ 0;

end;

{This part of the program calculates dx, dy, d values.}

for i:=I to datapoi-l do begin

dx[i] := dps[iJ - dps[i-l J;

dy[i]:=voIs[i]-vols[i-I J;

d[i]:=dy[i]/dx[i];

end;

{This part of the program determines zspl values.}

A[I,I]:= 2;

A[datapo~datapoi] := 2;

for i := 2 to datapoi-I do

A[l,i] := 2*(dx[i-I]+dx[i]);

{The next part of the program determines the w vectors.}

A[I,datapoi+I] := d[I]*3;

A[datapo~datapoi+I]:= d[datapoi-I]*3;
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for i :=2 to datapoi-1 do

a[~datapoi+ I} := (d[i-1]*dx[i]+d[i]*dx[i-1})*3;

{Next part ofprogram detennines u values.}

a[1,2] := 1;

a[datapo~datapoi-1]:= 1;

for i := 2 to datapoi-1 do begin

a[~i+1] := dx[i-1};

a[~i-1} := dx[i};

end;

{The following part of the program solves the matrix for the k values.}

for i := 1to datapoi-1 do begin

a[i+1,datapoi+1] := a[i+1,datapoi+1]-a[~datapoi+ I]*a[i+1,i]/a[~iJ;

a[i+1,i+IJ := a[i+1,i+1J-a[l,i+1J*a[i+1,i]/a[~iJ;

end;

j := datapoi+1;

repeat

j :=j-1;

k[j-1] := (a[j,datapoi+1]-a[jj+1]*k[j})/a[jj];

untilj= 1;

{The next part ofthis program detennines the applicable t value for each value of inc[i)

chosen, the program calculates a t vl!lue.}

totfrac :'" 0;

for q := 1 to incno do begin

1:= - 1;
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repeat

I:=i+l;

until inc[q] <= dps[i+1];

t[q] := (mc[q]-dps[i])/dx[i+l];

{This part of the program detennines the corresponding vols value for dpso}

s[q] := t[q]*vols[i+l ]+{l-t[q])*vols[i]+dx[i+l]*

((k[i]-d[i+1J)*t[q]*(l,t[q])*(l-t[q])-(k[i+1]

D[i+l])*(t[q])*(t[q])*(l-t[q]»;

{writeln(inc[q],' "s[q]);}

TOTFRAC := totfrac + s[q];

end;

for q := 1 to ineno do begin

s[q] := s[q]Itotfrac;

end;

{At this point the psd data has been splined, and has been sorted out into 500 bits of data,

the resin diameters are constituted as "inc" array. and the proportion of each size is stored

as an array "s" Le. sum ofall s = to}

{------------}

{The next part of the program takes in parameters that can be used to calculate expansions

from estimated resin density and free wet settled voidage.}
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clrscr,

writeln(TIIESE EXPANSIONS ARE FOR DATA STORED IN FILE ','

writeln;

\vrite('What is the diameter ofthe column, in mm please?, ');

read(diameter);

'" QPSD ' " ')", "



diameter := diameter/lOoo;

write('What is the temperature ofthe fluidizing liquid in

read(temp);

write('Estimated resin density in kg/cubic meter?, 1;

read(rdensity);

write('Estimated free wet settled voidage?, ');

read(Fvoidage);

write{'How many liquid velocities do you want?, ');

read(number);

writeln('---------');

For i := I to number do begin

check:= I;

writeln('give the',' No.',~' velocity');

read(V);

expantot := 0;

For q := I to incno do begin

dp := inc[qJ;

degC?, ');
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{Ccalling on the calculation ofliquid density and ~iscosity procedure.}

vizdensity;

{Calling on the calculation of terminal velocity procedure.}

termvel;

{Calculating Richardson and Z3ki N parameter of fluidization.}

n:= (5.5+23*«dp/lOOOOOO)/diameter»

*exp(ln(Ga)*(-O.075»;

{Calculating individual expansions and adding.}



expan :=«(l-fvoidage)/(l-exp(ln(VIUt)*(l/N))-l )*s[q]);

ifexpan < 0 then

begin

check :=2;

end

else

b.egin

expantot := expantot + expan;

end;

end;

ifcheck = 2 then

begin

writelnfan error has been detected');

end

else

begin

perexpan := expantot* I 00;

{At this point the expansion is given for the inputed superficial velocity.}

. In(p 0 I ' 01 • ')wnte erexpan::, ,0 expansIon ;

eno;

end;

end.
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APPENDIXD

The following uncompiled software, written in Turbo Pascal version 7, locates the apparent density

ofthe discontinuous medium and voidage for a particularly fluidized bed ofwhich the, particle size

distnbutioD, expansion parameters and all other characteristics are known. The particle size

distnbution data is retrieved from an ASCn data file structured as that descnbed in appendix A

The fluidization parameters and superficial vertical continuous medium velocity vs expansion data

is retrieved from a file as that described in appendix B. Both ofthese data files can be generated by

an editor, or created by using the software descnbed in appendix A or B respectively.

PROGRAM

program hooIqeevesoptomizer;

uses

ert;

const

MaxN=500;

var

F,e, ex[ :text;

prefix, suffix, qpsd, dat, qexp : string;

Z, z:z., b, k, zfi, zfb, 0, totfrac, temp, fWsb, Iiqvis, Iiqdens, Re, Ga, dp, rdensity, aterrn,

pterm, rterm, Ut, expan, expantot, perexpan, N, diameter: SINGLE;

ineno, fe, par, ~ j, flag, datapo~ q, js, expansions: integer,

x, y, b, p, xmin, xrnax, cl, inc, dx, dz, dy, ks, t, s : Array [O..rnaxn] ofSINGLE;

dps : array[0.. 15] ofinteger,

vols, velflow, expans : array[0..15] ofSlNGLE;

a: array[0..50, 0..50} ofSINGLE;
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label

200, 280, 290, 360, 420, 490, 540, 700, 3200;

Procedure vizdensity;

{This procedure need's a "temp" in memory.}

begin

liqvis := (temp*temp*.6.894e-7)-(temp*5.467e-5)+(0.001801);

liqdens := (-temp*temp*0.004604)-(temp*9.783e-3)+(1 000);

end;

Procedure tennvel;

{This procedure requires a particle diameter dp, resin densit)· XII], liquid \·iscosit)· Jiqvis.}

begin

x[l] :=x[l] * 10000;

Ga:= «dp / 1000000) * (dp /1000000) * (dp /1000000) * 9.81 * (x[I]-liqdens) *

liqdens) / (liqvis * liqvis);

aterm := In(ga) / !ne10);

pterm:= «(0.0017795 * aterm - 0.0573) * atenn + 1.0315) * atenn - 1.26222);

rtenn:= !n(0.99947 + 0.01853 * sin(I.848 * aterm - 3.14))/10(10);

re:= exp(!n(IO) * (pterm + rtenn));

Ut := Re * liqvis / (liqdens * (dp /1000000));

xfl] :=x[I]/10000;

end;

procedure display;
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{This procedure simply displays the variables during the search procedure and also the sum

squares as it alters.}

begin

CIrScr;

gotoXY(40,1l);

writelnCq = ',zz:O: 14);

gotoXY(40,12);

writeln('X[I] = ',X[I]:O: 14);

gotoXY(40,13);

writeln('X[2] = ',X[2]:0:14);

end;

procedure detsumsqu;

{This procedure does two things; supplies a 'CL value which is the

sum of squared differences between calculated velocities, and recorded velocities and also

supplies an fe value which simply increments by 1 every time this procedure is called up.}

begin

zz :=0;

For i := 0 to expansions-l do begin

expantot := 0;

For q := I to ineno do begin

{Each resin diameter now to be referred to as dp.}

dp := ine[q);

{Calling on the procedure that calculates the liquid density and viscosity.}



vizdensity;

{Calling on the procedure that calculates the particle tenninal velocity.}

termvel;

{Calculating the Richanlson and Zaki N parameter for fluidization.}

N := (5.5+23*«dp/lOOOOOO)/(diameter/l000)))

*exp(ln(Ga)*(-0.075));

{Calculating indhidual expansions and adding.}

x[2] := x[2]/10;

expan :=«(1-X[2])/(l-exp(ln(velfJow[i]/Ut)*(l/l\T)))-1) * s[q]);

x[2] := x[2]* 10;

expantot := expantot + expan;

end;

perexpan := expantot*100;

z := (perexpan - expans[i]) * (perexpan - expans[i]);

zz:= zz + Z;

end;

fe :=fe+ 1;

end;
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procedure eatheror,

{This procedure enforces the search boundaries.}

label 3200;

begin

ifx[j] > xmax[j] then begin

x[jJ := xmax[j];

goto 3200;

end;

ifx[j] < xmin[j] then x[j] := xmin[j];

3200:

end;

{START OF MAIN PROGRAM}

begin

ClrScr,

write1n('optirnization algorithm for the location ofbest fit parameters');

write1n(' method ofHooke & Jeevesl

{"par" is the number ofvariablesJ

par:=2;

{The frrst search parameter is the resin apparent density. the second search parameter is

the free wet settled voidage.}

{At this point the psd data is retrieved.}
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writeln('What is the name ofthe particle size distribution data?');

writeIn((only the name is important)');

readln(qpsd);

ClrScr;

prefix := 'PSD';

suffix := 'DAT;

qpsd := (prefix) + (qpsd) + (suffix);

assign(F, qpsd);

reset(F);

readln(F, datapoi);

for i := 0 to datapoi-l do begin

readln(£ dps[i], vols[i]);

end;

close(f);

{The next part of the program attempts to fit a spline to PSDNOLUME data the variables

are: "datapoi", number of data points: "dps", particles sizes: "vols", volume of attached

sizes.}

ClrScr;

{This section determine:; the dp values which are going to be determined.}

meno := 500;

0:= (dps[datapoi-I]-dps[OJ)/(menoT 1);

me[l] := dps[O] + 0;

for q := 2 to meno do begin

me[q] := merq-l] + 0;



end;

{This part ofthe program calculates dx,dy,d vaIues.}

for i:=1 to datapoi-l do begin

dx[i] := dps[i] - dps[i-1];

dy[i] :=vols[i]-vols[i-l];

dz[i]:=dy[i]/dx[i];

end;

{This part of the program detennines 7SpI values.}

A[1,I] := 2;

A[datapo~datapoi]:= 2;

for i := 2 to datapoi-I do

A[l,i] := 2*(dx[i-I ]+dx[i]);

{The next part ofthe program detennines the w vectors.}

A[I,datapoi+I] :=dz[1J*3;

A[datapo~datapoi+1J := dz[datapoi-1]*3;

for i :=2 to datapoi-I do

a[~datapoi+I] := (dz[i-I]*dx[i]+dz[i]*dx[i-1J)*3;

{Next part ofprogram detennines u values and puts them into the matrix.}

a[12] -= 1, - ,

a[datapo~datapoi-I] := 1;

for i := 2 to datapoi-1 do begin
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a[~i+l] := dx[i-l];

a[~i-l] := dx[i];

end;

{The following part ofthe program solves the matrix for the ks values.}

for i := I to datapoi-l do begin

a[i+l,datapoi+1] := a[i+l,datapoi+l]-a[~datapoi+1]*a[i+ l,i]/a[~i];

a[i+1,i+I] := a[i+.l,i+I]-a[~i+I]*a[i+l,i]/a[~i];

end;

js := datapoi+1;

repeat

js := js-l;

ks[js-l] := (a[js,datapoi+1]-a[jsjs+1]*ks[js])/a[jsjs];

untiljs = 1;

{The next part of this program determines the applicable value for each value of incliJ

chosen, the program calculates a t value.}

totfrac := 0;

for q := 1 to ineno do begin

1:=-1;

repeat

1:= i +1;

until ine[q] <= dps[i+1];

t[q] := (ine[q]-dps[i])/dx[i+1];

{This part of the program determines the corresponding vols value for dps.}
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s[q] := t[q]*vols[i+l ]+(l-t[q])*vols[I]+d.x[i+1]*

«ks[i]-dz[i+I])*t[q)*(I-t[q))*(I -t[q))-(ks[i+1]

Dz[i+1])*(t[q))*(t[q)*(I -t[q));

totfrac := totfrac + s[q);

end;

for q := 1 to ineno do begin

s[q] := s[q)/totfrac;

end;

{At this point the psd data has been splined, and has been sorted ont into 500 bits of data,

the resin diameters are constituted as "inc" array, and the proportion of each size is stored

as an array "s".}

{-----------}

{The next part of the program will retrieve the expansion data.}

writeln('What is the name ofthe expansion vs flow file?');

"''Iiteln('(only the name is important)');

readln(qexp);

ClrScr;

prefix := 'exp';

qexp := (prefix) + (qexp) + (suffix);

Assign(ex£; qexp);

reset(ext);

readln(ex£; expansions);

readln(ex£; temp);

readln(ex£; diameter);

readln(ex£; fWsh);

for i := 0 to expansions - 1 do begin
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readln(ex£; velflow[i], expans[i]);

end;

{The expansion data has been stored as a few data points called velflow and expans, other

parameters are the column diameter, temp, fwsh.}

{-----------}

{At this point the search algorithm starts}

{In the following SectiOIl we derme the boundaries of the parameters which are to be

searched for.}

xmin[l]:= 0.1040;

xmax[l] := 0.1300;

xmin[2]:= 1.0000;

xmax[2] := 4.5000;

{This next section detennines starting parameter values for the algorithm.}

XII] :=0.1300;

XI2] :=5.0;

for i := 1 to par do begin

yfi] := x[i];

p[i] := x[i];

b[i] := x[i];

end;

{"n" is the starting approach increment which will diminish with iteration.}

{The programming style that follows from here on is not strictly similar to what has gone

before. This is because it is an adaption from a Turbo basic module}

H:=O.OOl;



k :=11;

fe :=0;

detsumsqu;

zfi:= zz;

flag := 1;

j:= 1;

zfb := zfi;

200: x[j] := y[j] + k;

eatheror;

detsumsqu;

ifzz < zfi then goto 280;

x[j] := y[j] - le;

eatheror;

detsumsqu;

ifzz < zfi then gata 280;

x[j] := y[j];

gato 290;

280: y[j] := x[j];

display;
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290: detsumsqu;

zfi:= zz;

ifj = par then goto 360;

j :=j+ 1;

goto 200;

360: ifzfi < (ztb - 9.99999999999999ge-30) then goto 540;

if flag = 0 then goto 420;

goto490;

420: for j := 1 to par do begin

p[jJ := b[j];

y[j] := b[j];

x[j] := b[j];

eatheror;

end;

detsumsqu;

flag:= 1;

zfi:= zz;

zfb :=zz;

j := 1;

goto 200;

490: k := k /2.5;
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ifk < 9.999999999999999e-38 then goto 700;

j := I;

goto 200;

540: for j := 1 to par do begin

p[j] := 2 * y[j] - b[j];

b[jJ := y[jJ;

x[jJ := p[j];

eatheror;

y[j] := x[j]

end;

detsumsqu;

zfb :=zfi;

f1ag:= 0;

zfi :=zz;

j := 1;

got02oo;

{End ofadapted module.}

{At this point the final values obtained are printed.}

700: ClrScr;

v/riteln('results');

forI:= 1 to par do

writeln('xopt ',i, '=', p[i]:O:4);

writeln('funetion optimum: Qopt = ',zfb:0:14);

\vritelnfnumber ofiterations: iter = " fe);

Il2



end.

writeln('end program now);

readln;
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APPENDIXE

The following is a mathematical description ofthe various algorithms used in this thesis.

This algorithm was used to develop a continuous relationship between resin bead diameter and the

volume fraction to the whole resin bed, at such resin bead diameter Such a continuous relationship

was necessary for the purposes ofperforming the product integration in the resin bead "diameter"

domain with respect to bead terminal velocity and diameter volume fraction to the whole fluidized

bed.

The ordinates ofYi are given at x,(i = l, ....,n), respectively.

Where x denotes resin bead diameter and y denotes volume fraction to the whole resin bed.

Let

h, = Xi+J - Xi

denote the mesh point spacing.

Let y(x) be an interpolation curve through these points and define Yi and Y"i as the first and second

derivatives, respectively, of

y(x) atx = Xi

Let y(x) be expressed in piece-\'i1se fashion as

y(X) = fJx)for Xi $ X < Xi+J; I = 1, .... ,n - 2

y(x) = fJx)for X".J $ X $ X.; i = n - 1



with the following conditions on function value and first and second derivatives:

IJx;} = Y;; condition 1 i = 1, ... ,n - 1

I;.Jx;} = Y,; condition 2 i = 2, , n

1",1 (x;) = Idx;}; condition 3 i = 2, , n - 1

f,..Jx,} = lAx'); condition 4 i = 2, ,n-1

The individual cubic polynomial £(x) can be expressed using the interval values Yi, y~1 and either

y'i, y'~I, ory";, 1'i.1 to rep~esent the cubic coefficients.

Assuming 1'(x) = constant each interval means that 1'(x) is linear, we get
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I;.
Xi+1 - X X - Xi

= )'i'( h, } + Y,·+d h, }

Integrating twice more and selecting the constant ofintegration such that the conditions 1 and 2

are satisfied yields:

Xi.-+-1 - X

IJx) = YJ hi )

hi Xi+] -x
-6 Y,.f

hi

which identically satisfies the continuity condition on the second derivative(condition 4).

Expanding the LHS and the RHS ofthe third condition equation by differentiating the above

equation and evaluating yields, respectively,

lAx,) =

I;.jx,) =
)'i - )".1

h, .1
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which, when equated, produce the condition;

h Y + 2(h) + h.}'. = 6(Yi +I - Y i
i-I i"-I i-I Y i " ',+1 hi

i=2, ... ,n-l

Y i - Y i - I )

hi_I

which must be satisfied at n - 2 points by the n unknown quantities y";. Two more conditions are

required on the y";, and these are obtained by specifYing one end condition at each end.

Specif}>ing the end second derivatives Yl" and Yn" leaves n - 2 unknowns, which can be obtained by

solving the n - 2 equation ofthe above equation. The coefficient matrix is tri-diagonal, with the

diagonal term being dominant

The spline is described as a global curve, i.e. altering a single Yi or end condition affects the spline

throughout [Xl, nJ, the dominant diagonal term causes such effects to become small rapidly as the

distance from the altered point increases, virtually eliminating round-offproblems.

NEWTON'S METHOD

A DIFFERENTIAL SEARCH TECHNIQUE

This routine was used to solve for terminal velocity in the Shiller Nauman empirical modeL The

terminal velocity variable is incorporated in the Reynolds Number. which appears mice in the

equation. As each Reynolds Number. is raised to a different indices an iterative search method such

as "Ne\\c10n's method" has to be used to locate the terminal velocity given all other variables.

Newton's method ofiteration uses extrapolation based on a line that is a tangent to the curve at a

point In essence the method is an analytical substitution ofthe local tangent line for the function

and then the use ofthe zero ofthis line as the next approximation to the zero ofthe function.



]]7

The method is developed from a Taylor's expansion ofthe form:

h2

I(x. + h) = f(x.) + Itf{x.) + -fTx.) +...
x.

The h2 and higher order terms are dropped, and x. + h = Xx+l is used. It is assumed that the step

from x. to Xn+l moves the function valve close to a root so that f{x. + h) = O. Then:

f(x.)

f(x.)

The value Xn+l is equivalent to the point where the curve tangent at X. passes through the x-axis.

Since the curve f{x) is likely not a straight line, the functional value f{)(",.l) is likely not to be exactly

zero. For this reason the process is repeated using x. = )(",.1 as a new base point. When the value of

f{Xn+l) is sufficiently smaI1, the process is terminated.

HOOK & JEEVES OPTIMIZ.·\110N, (THE METHOD OF)

To locate the free wet settled voidage ofthe resin bed and the apparent density ofthe resin, an

iterative optimization locative algorithm is required. As the search domain in this particular

application is characterised by extreme peaks, large gradients and localized minima. It was decided

to use a stable, relatively simple technique such as the Hook & Jeeves optimization algorithm.

The method is based on the assumption ofunimodality and is used to find the minimum ofa multi

variable, unconstrained function ofthe form:

l'>fERlT = F(Xl' X2' •..•. ,X.).
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The algorithm proceeds as follows. First, a base point in the feasible design space is chosen along

the exploration step sizes. Next, an exploration is perronned at given increment along each ofthe

independent variable directions following the logic shown in Figure 21.

When ever a functional improvement is obtained, a new temporary base point is established. Once

this exploration is complete, a new base point is established, and a "pattern move" takes place. This

pattern move consists ofan extrapolation along a line between the new base point and the previous

base point

The distance moved beyond the best base point is somewhat larger than the distance between the

two base points. Mathematically, this extrapolation is:

H}
Xi,a

_ k+1
- Xi + a[ HI

Xi - x~ ]

where x,,/" becomes a new temporary base point or "head". In this expression, "i" is the variable

index:, "k" is the stage index:, and "alpha" is an acceleration factor that is greater than or equal to

La. Once the new temporary base point has been found, an exploration about this point is nstituted

to see ifa better base point can be found. This exploration also uses the logic ofFig.22. I Ifthe

temporary head or any ofits neighbouring points are a better base, the pattern process repeats

using successive pattern extrapolation becomes bolder and bolder until the process oversteps the

peak or a ridge. At this point the previous "best base" is recalled, the local eA-ploration step size is

decreased, and the pattern-building process begins again. Once the step size is decreased below a

predetermined value and stiIJ no substantial change in the merit value can be achieved, the

procedure terminates.
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CHOOSE A FEASIBLE BASE
POINT IN DESIGN SPACE.
CHOOSE STEP SIZE AND
EVALUATE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

NO

CHA~~YES~
MERIT ~~~~EH;M/~ STOP)
E~ ....~

:DECREAS STEP SIZEI

NO
--.

..

IS
UNCTION VALUE

BETTER THAN BASE
POINT?

r'MAKE EXPLORATION ;4
; !..

YESj..
ISET NEW BASE POINT~,

I I
IMAKE PATTE~N MOVEI I

I '
! I..

IMAKE EXPLORATION.

YES,
IS FUNCTION

VALUE BETTER?i
I NO i

ULOCATE SEARcH FROM i
I PREVIOUS BEST POINT i

-'

Figure 21. The Hook & Jevees pattern search algorithm
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ENTER

I

IS MOVE A YES RETAIN NEW COORDINATE
SUCCESS? >--------o! AND FUNCTION VALUE

..
i..

..
iDECREASE COORDINATE

( BY STEP

,--.!INCREASE ;OORDINATEI

I: BY STEP I
I I
i ..

'~YES
SUCCESS? >-----------

I

I
INO..

[RESET COORDINATE'

..
EXIT

Figure 22. The exploration method used in the

Hooke and Jeeves algorithm.
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APPENDIXF

RAW DATA OF FLUIDIZATION TESTWORK

RESINC26

A relatively dense, strong acid resin with a macroporous, styrene di-vinyl-benzene, co-polymer

matrix and a sulphonic active site fluidized in the hydrogen form.

30mm diameter column

Particlesued~nibution

screen mesh sizing volume in mI reIained

(microns) 12degC 15/18/21/25degC

300 0.6 1.9

355 4.4 0.6

425 5.0 45

500 25.5 5.0

600 6.0 255

710 2.8 6.0

850 3.2 2.8

1000 1.9 3.2

1180 1.2 1.6

30mm column diameter

Expansions

12degC 15degC 18degC

ml/min % ml/min % ml/rnin %

365 11.9 30.5 10.4 30.0 14.9

575 29.9 62.5 32.8 62.5 32.8

88.5 52.2 95.7 53.7 94.5 56.7

112.7 82.1 132.9 77.6 1266 80.6

145.6 132.8 175.1 113.4 161.9 110.4

202.8 13I.l 193.0 141.8

density 1109 density 1lS3 density 1124



voidage 0.45 voidage 0.377 voidage 0.388

ss 156.96 ss 23.66 SS 17.39

122

21degC 25degC

ml/min % ml/min %

30.5 14.9 38.5 16.4

64.2 34.3 81.8 35.8

109.9 58.2 122.1 59.7

149.9 80.6 160.9 85.1

192.6 109.0 191.3 11.9

226.8 135.8 226.0 132.8

density 1161 density 1135

voidage 0.339 voidage 0.375

SS 11.69 SS 55.88

screen mesh sizing

sizing (microns)

300

355

425

500

600

710

850

1000

1180

40mm column diameter

Particlesued~nibution

volume in rnl retained

I2I15/18/21/25degC

21

10.6

13.0

65.7

28.4

73

8.9

5.0

4.1
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Expansions

12degC 15degC 18degC

mVrnin % mVrnin % mVrnin %

60.0 19.9 63.0 20.2 67.5 21.1

118.8 45.6 122.5 44.7 132.6 45.6

170.6 68.1 190.6 70.2 199.9 71.1

256.3 109.3 258.5 106.1 281.2 105.3

284.9 125.0 299.1 24.6 312.7 124.6

314.2 142.8 331.1 147.4 343.8 146.5

density 1158 density 1151 density Il47

voidage 0.378 voidage 0.381 voidage 0.382

SS 57.0 SS 17.76 SS 31.97

21degC 25degC

mVrnin % mVrnin %

69.6 21.1 73.2 20.2

137.9 46.5 145.7 44.7

211.4 71.1 223.9 70.2

295.9 106.1 308.4 106.1

339.6 124.6 259.3 122.8

362.2 147.4 381.9 145.6

density 115 I density I 148

voidage 0.367 voidage 0.365

SS 72.6 SS 73.69

screen mesh sizing

sizing (microns)

300

355

425

50mm column diameter

Particle size distributions

volume in ml retained

12!15/I 8/2l!25degC

7.8

13.7

16.9
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500 80.8

600 45.6

710 10.4

850 10.5

1000 7.8

1180 53

Expansions

12degC 15degC 18degC

mlImin % mlImin % mlIrnin %

87.5 19.82 88.5 21.6 88.2 19.8

184.9 48.65 187.5 49.6 209.9 51.4

266.1 73.87 282.6 75.7 297.5 73.9

332.2 100.90 366.1 103.6 385.1 101.8

396.0 120.72 418.4 122.5 452.2 120.7

446.1 145.05 455.0 146.0 488.5 1441

density 1140 density 1135 density 1147

voidage 0.381 voidage 0.376 voidage 0382

SS 15.93 SS 44.42 SS 31.97

21degC 25degC

mlIrnin % mlImin %

91.5 20.7 100.6 21.6

210.9 50.5 221.3 48.7

309.2 75.7 332.7 76.6

396.0 101.8 424.8 101.8

447.3 121.6 518.9 122.5

518.9 142.3 537.2 142.3

density 1142 density 1143

voidage 0.342 voidage 0.337



ss 17.36 ss 98.78

60mm column diameter

125

screen mesh sizing

sizing (microns)

300

355

425

500

600

710

850

1000

1180

Particle size distributions

volume in rnl retained

12!15/18/21/25d~

7.8

13.7

16.9

80.8

45.6

104

10.5

7.8

5.3

Expansions

12d~ 15degC 18degC

rnl/min % rnl/min % mVrnin 0',0

138.7 20.5 149.6 20.5 1644 20.5

279.7 47.4 284.5 43.6 291.9 43.6

424.6 76.9 449.7 74.4 477.8 75.6

566.7 111.5 545.5 101.3 627.3 101.3

651.5 132.1 651.9 123.1 713.1 123.1

722.9 150.0 727.8 148.7 795.1 146.2

density II58 density 1142 density 1153

voidage 0.366 voidage 0.389 voidage 0.372

SS 13.43 SS 26.34 SS 13.99
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21degC 25degC

m1Irnin % m1Irnin %

174.5 21.8 198.0 21.8

333.0 47.4 332.3 43.6

496.0 73.1 532.6 73.1

633.7 100.0 658.8 100.0

731.4 123.1 815.2 125.6

831.I 147.4 914.9 146.2

density 1148 density 1154

voidage 0.369 voidage 0.352

SS 6.80 SS 31.68

Summary of density

temp ~ 12degC 15degC 18degC 21degC 25degC

column.!.

30mm 1109* 1153 1124 1161 1135*

40mm 1158* 1151 1147
1 1151 * 1I48*

50mm 1140 1135 1140· 1142 1143*

60mm 1158 1142 1153 1148 1154

• denotes poor fits ("Sum ofSquares" in excess of 50)

average = 1147,

standard de\>iation = 9.712



Summary ofvoidage

temp ~ 12degC ISdegC 18degC 21degC 2SdegC

columnJ.

30mm O.4S* 0.377 0.388 0.339 0.37S'

40mm 0.378* 0.381 0.382 0.367' 0.36S'

sOmm 0.381 0.376 0.363' 0.327 0.32S'

60mm 0.366 0.389 0.372 0.369 , 0.3S2

* denotes poor fits ("Sum ofSquares" in excess of SO)

average = 0.369,

standard deviation = 0.0182
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1RA958

A relatively low density strong base resin with a macroporous crosslinked acrylic di-vinyl-benzene,

copolymer matrix structure and an active site consisting ofni-methyl ammonium groups. Fluidized

mainly in the chlorine form.

screen mesh sizing

(microns)

300

355

425

500

600

710

850

1000

1180

30mm diameter column

Particle size distribution

volume in m1s retained

12115/18/21/25degC

o
o
1.2

2.0

4.5

19.5

15.2

5.0

1.7

Expansions

12degC 15degC 18degC

ml/min % ml/min ~~ ml/rnin %

22.0 17.9 25.6 81.0 25.9 19.4

54.4 40.3 56.9 96.0 56.8 41.8

96.5 76.1 99.4 115.0 102.3 73.1

129.9 102.9 131.8 135.0 138.5 101.5

148.6 123.9 160.3 151.0 166.2 123.9

177.1 1448 180.3 163.0 184.5 146.3

density 1092 density 1089 density 1084



voidage

SS

0.335

39.23

voidage

SS

0.333

22.66

voidage

SS

0.335

25.77

129

21degC 25degC

mVrnin % mVrnin %

27.0 19.4 27.4 19.4

56.9 41.8 59.6 40.3

Il1.5 71.6 112.4 68.7

146.5 100.0 150.1 101.5

179.9 125.4 184.3 123.9

192.3 144.8 197.4 140.3

density 1085 density 1081

voidage 0.330 voidage 0.327

SS 83.80 SS 59.36

screen mesh sizing

sizing (microns)

300

355

425

500

600

710

850

1000

IlSO

40mm column diameter

Particle sue distribution

volume in ml retained

12'15/18/21/25degC

0.3

0.5

2.3

29

10.7

54.5

19.9

4.1



Expansions

12degC 15degC 18degC

mL'min % mL'min % mL'min %

49.5 19.0 53.2 20.0 57.2 18.0

98.0 42.0 105.2 43.0 108.1 44.0

164.6 76.1 166.5 74.0 166.2 71.0

217.7 104.0 220.9 1080 224.2 101.0

257.4 123.0 261.2 125.0 265.1 123.0

279.3 146.0 284.3 146.0 292.5 1450

density 1090 density 1084 density 1080

voidage 0.321 voidage 0317 voidage 0.323

SS 40.65 SS 1043 SS 71.82

21degC 25degC

mlImin % mlImin %

59.8. 20.0 61.2 18.0

112.9 45.0 IIU 41.0

172.4 72.0 193.5 74.0

231.6 105.0 2393 103.0

275.2 124.0 280.4 123.0

293.1 143.0 310.2 145.0

density 1074 density 1071

voidage 0.328 voidage 0325

SS 51.64 SS 100.45
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50mm column diameter

Particle size distribution

screen mesh sizing volume in mI retained

sizing (microns) I2I15/18/21f25degC

300 0.9

355 2.2

425 5.5

500 10.9

600 20.8

710 70.2

850 39.3

1000 11.3

1180 4.9

Expansions

12degC 15degC 18degC

m1'min % m1'min % mlfmin %

69.5 20.3 69.8 18.4 70.8 17.5

121.4 40.7 128.9 45.6 1361 45.6

211.3 728 229.8 73.8 229.8 73.8

282.5 101.9 298.5 100.0 310.3 100.0

325.2 124.3 331.2 121.4 352.9 122.3

396.0 147.6 428.9 144.7 465.8 144.7

density 1088 density 1092 density 1098

Yoidage 0.308 voidage 0283 yoidage 0.258

SS 120.0 SS 221.7 SS 278.2

21degC

m1'min

75.7

148.2

%

18.4

45.6

25degC

m1'min

78.3

153.5

%

19.4

44.7
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232.8 70.9 255.8 71.8

332.9 101.0 346.8 99.0

389.6 121.4 413.7 124.3

471.9 141.7 487.8 142.7

density 1074 density 1084

voidage 0.328 voidage 0.286

SS 51.64 SS 100.45

screen mesh sizing

sizing (microns)

300

355

425

500

600

710

850

1000

1180

60mm column diameter

Particlesued~nibution

volume in ml retained

12115/18/21/25degC

3.2

5.2

83

18.8

31.0

83.5

47.9

18.2

6.7

Expansions

12degC 15degC 18degC

mlImin % ml/min % ml/min %

98.8 21.1 109.5 18.9 115.7 22.2

182.5 433 191.9 42.2 199.2 41.1

280.9 72.2 312.7 73.3 330.1 733

372.4 100.0 397.6 102.2 423.5 100.0

451.6 122.2 487.8 120.0 499.8 121.1
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528.5 147.8 565.1 146.7 602.0 148.9

density 1086 density 1085 density 1084

voidage 0.316 voidage 0.319 voidage 0.310

SS 59.8 SS 114.6 SS 71.2

21degC 25degC

mlImin % mlImin %

120.4 21.1 128.3 22.2

212.8 4Ll 226.2 42.2

348.7 73.3 369.6 74.4

456.9 lOLl 487.1 102.2

528.2 122.2 554.5 123.3

638.2 147.8 666.7 144.4

density 1083 density 1082

voidage 0.307 voidage 0.295

SS 93.55 SS 112.0

Summary of density

temp ~ 12degC 15degC 18degC 21degC 25degC

columnt

30mm 1092 1089 1084 1085* 1081

40mm 1090 1084* 1080 1074 1071*

50mm 1088* 1092* 1098* 1091* 1084

60mm 1086 1085* 1084 1083* 1082*

* denotes poorfits ("Sum ofSquares" in excess of80)

average = 1085,

standard deviation = 6.036



Summary ofvoidage
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temp ~ 12degC 15degC 18degC 21degC 25degC

colurnn,j,

30mm 0.335 0.334 0.335 0.330* 0.327

40mm 0.321 0.317* 0.323 0.328 0.325*

50mm 0.308 0.283 0.256 0.277 0.286.
60mm 0.316 0.319 0.310 0.307 0.295

*Denotes poor fits ("Sum ofSquares" ID excess of80)

average = 0.313,

standard deviation = 0.0227

APPEJII'DIX G
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':overy ofmetal cyanides UShTJ.g a fluidized bed ofresin

:Sesbirr
',;-z.'"siry ofSIEller.Doscr." Cape Town. Sourh .J.jrica
--,
"'.ierersen
:: Tech.nikon, Cape Town, South ?--J-71ca

T'"1is srudy Tocuses irlco the
, " '."

Iea5iOlllry' or [lie :-ec:::::ver~/

'-~~:=d bed applic::.:ion. The use of::: nov::; :ec:;;r.:(~;je :Cf eX2.:.1lr:i;.g :he eX'C2.~s;on Jf 2. rlt.:ic:zec. Jec 2I
':.~. ",vi:h par:ic.:.lar applic2.tiori ~c :or: eXC~2I.ge. '5 :"YJ"ec. \'.'hic~, s:.:gges:s :::at :he ~:'u:d:z::.:::on

:2 cyc.:lide compLexes bv ion exc.1ange
,- -.. ,

::1 2. TH.:;ClzeC ;JroDosed.

:he
:Jeexp21s:cr: :es: ·,;,.·o:k, :5 ::-:e c:=~e:-::::r::2.:~Gn D:

free \ly·e~-se~t~ec voic.2.ge J:- the reS,1l ·Jec.. 2.;.Q

-:f:lc:e:"',t ..:se or res:r: holciup, anc. :~~e :ypic2.1ly ~0'N

pressu;e crop cbL2.ined \~:~e:i comp2'"ec :0 r.~2.: of :::
:lx~d :Jed of ec.L2i';2..le~I :or: exc:-:2..:-:ge c-.;ty.

h :his p2.per U-it: ;;e:-:crmar,::e of a.;~ ".-4.ffiDerli:e"
:-es;n IRA-95,3, ::: :je 2.cscr;:ciol1 znc ceso-,?tion cr"

.:orr:piexes. e.g. 1:"0i; 2.::;: c8pper ·,,,'ere :nves~ig2.~ec..

F'JEherr:lore, :~;e:of:1;;e~itive ;:.csoQt:io:-! ~etwee:1

5uiphcre and rr:e~z:i cy2..r:ice C8~8~exes :n solc:ior,.

It :s 3.1~o

:::ro;:esses

'-' . , -.
on eIIlUe:1t cya!nce CJnce:1~rac:ons t'12.S:~::.2.:ion

-:; e:1\'irOilr.1e;"lt ~or up CO [en ye3.I'"s.
~:,::::,~-;:,.n ~",':; """",~,-- -'''bii l..p""; ( .,-;>..,,;Ol.';\" -·~"~H C'"~t .;.v;::'c :.H.••~S'l ......... pa~ .... .l_'_"')

"::e rese::.rch imo the rec-ove~y o{::y2.f;ide, 2

::e~~:[y _ Na.mral 2.tte~u3.Lion :n sEmes ,j2.:TlS or
~.:::g ~or,c.s comir:ues to be ~he ac::epted :neLhod or

4

~;lce desu-ucuon. desprce- [he ;3.::: :ha: ;nore
::e:,;: st'..:dies have ~ndic~.ted ::-:::..t c:e':"2rl oI ::--,e

.. .
2.:7p[:':2::0:-: or 2.tlY

a :love: :ec:-.i:icuebe~ e:>.;J2.::sior pred:c:ior1 [1:oce:.

::' BACKGROU"iD

:~e desi::,uc:ior. or recovery of c:,'2.S'.tde, ::..re

-~:-::;=:.iC:;L for :::e pu~cses of recovery freri. :'":crj
:':-:::ed :z.ilings or' iarge mineral processing ;Jlar,LS.

,:':s:C:e:c.ble. In :nOSi: of the pate;,.~e::i ;0['; exc~,2.nge

··::esses 3. scrong-bc...se reSIn, I:KA-.1GO (no"';
:~.'.,':"20) is 2.Qvoc::.ted, despite de::;..dy doc~r:ie;"l:eG

·::~::~lties in the removal or the 2.dSCi2ec ::1:::::.l
:..:1:Ce cOr:lpiexes. FunnemlOre. :-egener2.tion C2i

:--~:izing 2.£ents[11.
J..-\-958 ~ stTong-bc.se, macroporolis resi:: wr.ic~
.~ 2. c:-osslinked acrylic copolyme:- mat.t""'ix (ve:-y
~s~ pore sizes "macroreticular"). Curre;l'ly, it
::S c.:miication in sugar refining pla..I"ltS, v..'l:ere its
:::':ef ~-{;.nction is the'"adsorptim; C?r tage orgCSilC
~,:;l~ule.s, similar in size ar,d nature to metal
:.;;::,.,;,..; ,... ~ \P"VP.,-:,.....e ... O.. lP ............S.

·....cvama.ges of" t!,e fluidized bed route are the

: ~c:;ieved ody, DV L'J.e l.:se or mg:dy 1ne:-e is ~\'lce;;ce Lf:2.t by v2fying :he ~'J~ctio!i2.1

grocp of the 2.cso:-be:1: :-esiri, se:e:::ivlty C::"Tl be
. . ,.. . , ' ,

2.C11eVe:: on tr:e ba51S or mOle::~l2.I Va.te:"1C',I. Resins
wlt~ tri-ehyl 2.mmonium groups have been shown
:0 be ~ore sele:::i\·e to'Nards the mOIlO- 2id bi
v?ip~· net2.1 cy2.r:ides::3 i . e,g. AU,Ci'4;~-:_ 2..'"10
Nt(CN),',
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organic moiec~ies adsorbed In the sugar indus::-:,·.
L;e iTI2.c;-ore[lculc.r pore SL.-.'"1..:C::'Ee or IRA-958
should ma..l.ce ~he removal of large met.al:ya'-'1ices

rege::ei-ition age:H:5 2. ~c.C: solt~[ion, 2. fz.:-:je2.;;e:
c.ne less :oxic c;;e:n.:cal :nan tnose c:-::.cicion2.ily ~se:

t':.:' rege;;e~:e :i":e Irz~.i.-..100 st:-cng-base :-eSl',.

group.
'NOU!d.

be less

.-\s in :he case of the lage

cobalt. The nickel
cnd hence would
resin's funcrional

assumed :.haI there
the

lS

some adsorption chereof. cibeir or"
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copper, and
15 Glvalent

However, ,r
nevertheless be

re!arivei'-' uTIcomplic2.[Ed.
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Le. Iron.
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~,r: ~.J..7 ,['1')('" .,

\
CH~
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".excs. E.g. Fe(CNl,', Cu(C"''"''.

::-.-e::-;yi ammomum group
·,jonal s,a'lD of IRA-958) 3 ION EXCRA.NGE TESnVORK

fiumber Of eN- groups whjc~ :Qmpiex v.'lth

::loosmg a reSIn for '[ne re-':J','ery or :T'.e~
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:':':<e:1 into cor.side:c.ticn. The :T:ore c;)rr;~on;';
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::11 :-esutt Ln l1ui:iv2.le:1: cDrr.~lexes cL:e :0 :r;e

~e eteme=:rs. Copper I"e2dily >,....-=
lld .......

IR.~.-958 srrong-02.se ;esi;: ''':''''2.5 :ested i<J i[5 2.bi1i:y
:0 3.cso~j af',c c.esc:-b rne:'3.l cyar,ldes \\/~!e:; :ne :C~...;:'
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L2.Dlc ~
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-;~~,,"""[Comp"xes 'D"[:~:" -e"'''''r->·!1,.· ~-~OT""'':>''''; t;....~r
~''"., '-' 1. l.... ,'-" l~ '-.s ....... c.. '.1 .::..\". ........ !:"'c~...l .,;C,..

:.~e ;:nesence of an excess of f~ee cy2..:"1ice. the
~.e:1t complex will for:li. :Jtr:er :Cr;irT:Or.

~~:;:ion me~s such as r1ickeL :If.~ ZI;iC 2.[::: .<:1o\:.:n
:;:r:n di-vale:1t complexes .
.:-ce translt10n metals, re2.cii ...· :ce:"".:::le::

Fo:- :he pUQoses:/ 2.csoQccr; a;;c. jesOf?:~on :es:
·.\'o;k, Se;;2.ic.:e SO;ut:O:iS :o:""'.::::.;r-.lr:g eact'l ef :h:5~

:T:~':2; c'Jrr:piexes. a::: :or,ce:":c-:-2.tio:ls s:md2.:- to ~;-~::.[

:1:c:":e]
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.c. ...~~
; ... ;; H ...

cOr":"',;::ex;:;s "A'ere ~·2.bric2.[ec J;' :~e disso;GtlOr'; ,)f
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K~Ni(CN);1' The cappe:- cG~?lex \,V2.S pre?2.red by
jissoiv::-:g Cu~(C~)-:! :r.m an 2.c.'.;eous sOlut:or:
::Jn~:r.lI1g ail. ;lmGUTa of KCN In excess or cr.e

ir:ir;a[e te:;de:1cy W i"OfTTl ""7':eC2] CVai1;ces.
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of CdC;.J)-,: -J. This complex has the nighes;:
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there will c..iways be an excess of free cva.'"lide.
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CoSO~ c.ne KeN in aqueous solution tn t..':e
s~oichjomet.r"i;:: qU2!1titjes required to rorm :he
(0((\)6-3 complex..



Adsorption tests

,four synthesised metal cyanide solutions
'dbed above, were used in separate batch
-,rption tests carried out in 1,5 litre baffled
!kers, each agitated by a ma"onetic stirrer. As the
-edcs of adsorption for each of these complexes
: compared, special attention was given to
"ring that the geometric configuration, and
::!tion power input per unit volume, for each
:=.ker were identical.
~e adsorption test was started by adding a
L1tiry of resin in the chlorine form to each
",\er, which was calculated to adsorb two thirds
"le metal cyanide present in solution at
:~ration. Eight samples were then taken at
-~easing time intervals, while a nineth sample
:racted at twenty four hours gave an equilibrium
~'Je_ All tests were then repeated under identical
:nditions with the addition of 2.22g Na,SO., so as
-amun a concentration of 1000 ppm sulphate in
);utlOl1,

The results of the first set of adsorption tests
:jgure l), where no competing anions were
::esent, indicated that all of the cyanide complexes
'::ed, are readily and rapidly adsorbed onto
1,·958. The second set of adsorption tests
:igure 2) demonstrated that even in the presence of
:large excess of sulphate (lOOOppm), all four metal
,:anides were still found to be preferentially
isorbed. In both sets of tests rapid kinetics were
)Jserved while the equiiibrium value of Ni(CN)4·2

'Jpeared to be marginally affected by the presence
)f SUlphate. This situation could be attributed to the
:ivalent state of the nickel cyanide complex, which
:' 10t favoured by the tri-methyl ammonium group.

is interesting to note that almost 90% of
~uilibriumvalue is attained with in one hour of the
:Jmmencement of adsorption.

]2 Desorption tests

\ further matrix of tests were conducted in which
<",alytical grade NaCI and brine solution were
~parately tested as regeneration agents. These tests
-'ere carried out in batch reactors of the same
:imensions as those used in the adsorption tests.
Standard solutions of NaCI were contacted with four
separate quantities of resin, each saturated with one
of the four metal cyanides. These tests were
Conducted in the same manner as those of the
adSorption tests, with samples being extracted from
!he batch reactor at increasing time intervals, and an
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equilibrium value being taken at twenty four hours.
The results of this batch of tests are shown in
Figure 3.

The regeneration tests were repeated with brine
solution of approximately the same ionic strength
and the results thereof are given in Figure 4.

It is reasonable to assen that the results in
Figures 3 and 4 are good, if one considers that they
were achieved after only a single "batch" contact
with the regenerant. The tendency far the nickel
cyanide complex to be easily dislodged from the
resin, can be explained by the theory of lower
affinity for which the tri-methyl ammonium
functional group has for this bivalent complex. As
in the adsorption tests, the kinetics of resin
regeneration are discerned to be rapid, with ninety
percent of the equilibrium values being reached
within one hour.

From Figure 4 it can be deduced that the quality
of regeneration in brine solution is an a parity with
that of analytical grade NaCI solution, with
marginal improvements being observed in the
removal of the iron and nickel cyanide complexes.

4 FLUIDIZATION CHARACTERISTICS

The second part of this study constituted the
development of a technique for the better
understanding of the fluidization characteristics of
a bed of IRA-958 undergoing ion exchange. The
design of a receptacle in which adsorption might
occur in this manner, could only be attempted if
there is a thorough knowledge of the expansion of
the resin bed during the loading or regeneration
operation. It is also reasonable to assume that
expansion coefficients are likely to change during
the ion exchange process, in view of the expected
increase or decrease in resin particle size and
density_ fn the case oithe former only a moderate
change is envisaged, as IRA-958 is a macroporous
resin with a macroreticular structure, which
displays only a slight change in resin bead diameter
during loading or regeneration. In the instance of
resin density a large change is expected as the
adsorption and desorption cycle entails the active
sites exchanging Cl' ions for metal cyanide ions,
which have a relatively higher mass number per
equivalent.

The LevensjJiel criterionl'l, for determining
fluidization stability suggests that resin beads
fluidized by an aqueous medium will tend to exhibit
particulate or smooth fluidization. Therefore, by
detlnition it could be expected that the resin bed
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will expand progressively with increasing liquid
velocity, while maintaining iLS uniform character.
The agitation of individual resin beads could also be
expected to increase with increasing liquid velocity,
whioh in turn OQuld enhance mass transfer and
ultimately result in improved kinetics of adsorption,

The design and construction of a fluidized bed
reactor would require optimization. or at least.

determination of the constraints of the linear
fluidization velocity. A Aow would have to be
established ar a velocity nor exceerling Lf-Je terminal
velocity of the smailest resin bead in the least dense
state, and not less than the minimum t1uidization
velocity of me largest bead,
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characre;istics of a mono-specIes, hOr:1Dge;;ec:lsiy
fiaidized bed, 2nd fiOIT'; which the expC.ns~on

.:omponent. :'or a given tine3.f liquid velocity, :nay
be calculated using equation (2).

.: The Serial model

>:e Serial model describes ~he re!ctionshiD be~Vv-ee:1
>: expansion of a multi species rluidized bed, and
::e linear liquid velOCitY. given (he phvsicaJ
':~peries of the solid panicles and t~e t1uic:zation
,edlum, It assumes tpat t~e ove:all expansion of
;: heterogenous pa!ticUI2.teiy fluidized bed of
';::-tides is simply tpe sum of Loe individual
:tJcmions that each s\)ecies would display. if
::~lciized se:JaIatelv b'i the same Darameters_.,... ~ ~'.. '

l ne Serial model is bated on '_he Richardsan and
Q.~f7l equation (1) which describes ~he expansion

where:
u

u,
=

empty tube linear
velocity(e= I)
pc.rticle termin2.! velocity
voidage

( ! ~
t. • )

fI u id
m/s]
m/s]

4S3



(2)

n

EF=

= an empirical parameter which IS

__function of particle Galileo No.

I-e

I-em

cl,
p.

v,
g

=
=

=
=

diameter of containing vessel[m]
viscosity of fluidizing fluid

[kg.m·'s"]
terminal velocity of bead [m.s"]
gravitational acceleration [m.s"]

If the theory on which the serial model is based is
applied to resin, the overall bed expaIlsion
component should be equal to the sum of the
individual expansion component's advanced by the
various resin size fractions. Tnus:

where:

EF, = [L V,.(EF, -1)] T 1
i=dp~

With the exception of resin density and free wet
serJed voidage, all of the parameters listed are
easily measurable. As the resin has a
macroreticular structure (sponge), where the liquid
phase is continuous throughout the pores of the
individual beads, it is impossible to use a
gravimetric approach to determine the true wet
settled density of the resin or the voidage of the
bed. However. to over come this problem, a
technique was used, which comprised of fitting the
Serial mode! to expansion V5 iinear velociry daw.,
by searching for free wet settled voidage and
apparent resin density, for an optimal sum of
squares. The method of Hook and Jeeves was used
to locate the best fit parameters.

Other data required by the serial model are the
panicle size distribution. measured by multiple
screen analysis, while the density and viscosirv of
the rluidizing medium can be calcuiated from liquid
temperature. Figure 5 is the logic diag:-am of that
section of the algorithm which covers the iterative
check utilized by the Hook Jeeves routine to
determine best direction for parameter
improvement.

(3)

(l = no expansion)
100% expansion)

the volume fraction of the ith particle
Size,

the largest panicle size, [m]
the smallest panicie size, [m]
total bed expansion,
t.'1e expansion component of the ith
resin size.

=
=

= expansion component
(2

free wet settled voidage

v,

dp,
dps
EFt
EFi

EF

where:

The terminal velocity and n value for the individual
resin sizes, both of which are required by equation
(l), can be calculated from the following published
empirical reiationships:

Ga = I8.Re, + 2,7.Re,L687 (3.6<Ga<105)

n = [5,5-23~]Ga -0075 (2I<Ga<2.4E4)
d,

where:

Ga

pdv,

R~ = particle Reynolds No. at terminal
velocity

p, = apparent density of resin [kg. m"]

p = density of fluidizing fluid [kg. m"]

d = diameter of bead [m]

4.2 Fiuidization testv·:ork

The apparatus used for the fluidizati02 testwork
consisted of a .10 mm d:amete:- glass tube of abollt
1 metre in length, closed off at the bottom by a
sintered glass distributer with an average pore size
of about [7 - 40 microns. For loading purposes.
metal cyanide solution containing the required
number of equivalents was pumr-..d by a peristaltic
pump, from a one litre container to the bottom of
the column, and then returned from the top of the
column back to the container in a closed circuit.
To acquire raw, expansion vs specific liquid
velocity data, distilled waler was fed at various
different flow rates into the bottom of the column
from a header tank, so as to preclude any
vibration.

The Fe(III)(C/'..');' metal cyanide ion was chosen
as the loading ion, primarily because of its
abundance in effluents, and secondly because of the
ease with which its presence can be determined on
the basis of solution colour. Funhermore, it has a
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mgi\er mass per equivalent than CU(CN)4-3
, the

other most abundant metal cyanide, which means
that during loading the expected larger density
change would result in greater va...riations to the
fluidization characteristics of the resin.

Figure 6 presents the results of the expansion
behaviour of IRA-958 in the 0- and Fe(Ill)(CN),-3
forms, including the fitted Serial modeL As CaT_ be
predicted, there is a large difference in the curves
mainly as a result of altered density and free wet
settled voidage_

5 CONCLUSION

It is clear from the study presented in this paper,
that if (he ion exchange route for L.~e removal
2.nd/or recovery of me::al cyarlide ions is to be
p~rsueci, the use of "Ambe:-iite" IRA.-958 resin m2.Y
\.veIl be a feasible 2.lter7la:i ye. It is envise.-ged that 2

IT',lneral plant erIluem. preceded by seml-
....d2.rification (e.g. bank or hydrocY'c!ones), might
then be contacted with IRA-958 resin in a semi
continuous fluidized bed appl1cz.tion (CIoere. Streat
COiU:nii)191, before disposal on the slimes Gem. or
:ailing pond.
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ABSTRACT

A commercially available strong base ion-exch2::!ge resi:: Li::L.; 9':8 ·W'2.5 :.lse:::
to recovei polyvalent me[a! c:yarjde ~omplexes :r: c. ::luidized-oec. :=.ppiiC2.r.ior:. A
method for !T!ocieliIlg: the expc.!1sion of a fluidized bed ef :-es::l is prGposec.. The
me:hod :2kes into account [he diJ..-5ce!ries assoc;2Led wIrt the hycrocyn2....'TIic c.'1ar~

ac.e:'"isrics of a macroporous resin of this :12.[ure.

INTRODUCTION

The recovery' of metal cyanides from the effluent of mineral processing
plants has been of interest to engineers for many years. Cyanide, which
has been used for the le2.ching of gold for most of this century, has the
preference to combine with many tr2.nsition met2.ls. fonning mono-. di-,
and po!v';2.le::tt met2.l cy2.pjde complexes. Although cyc.nide is poisonous
to all life forms, its natural atlenuation in the environment is well under
stood and normally follows a predictable mechanism. Free cyanide is rap
idly destroyed in the presence of ultraviolet light, while weak complexes,
e.g., Zn(CN)~- and Cd(CN),- , tend to destruct relatively quickly. Moder
ately strong to strong complexes, such as Cu(CN)i-, Co(CN)~-, Ni
(CN)J-, and Fe(C'i);- , which form readily under suitable conditions and
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are found in great abundance in the effluent of mineral processing plants,
can exist in the environment for up EO 5 years. Smith and Mudder (I)
published the average concentrations of transition metals in the efrluent
of mineral processing plams throughout the world, and from their data it
is clear that copper and iron are responsible for the holdup offree cyanide.
This conclusion is reached when cyanide holdup is defined on the basis
of the product of their (copper, iron) average global concentrations in the
effluent, and the swichiometric number of cyanide molecules which will
attach when ail excess of free cyanide is present.

As the pH of any cyanide-bearing mineral slurry has to be elevated to

prevent the fonnation of HC~, only strong-base resins can be considered
for the removal of metal cyanides. Research carried out in recent years
(2) has shov/D that iT is possible to selectively adsorb metal cyanides OntO
strong-base resins on the basis of polyatomic valency. The triethvl-ammo
nium functional group has a greater affinity for the mono- and divalent
metal cyanides, while the trimethyl-ammonium functional group tends to
adsorb the polyvalent meml cyanides more readily..-\s iron and copper
form polyvalent metal cyanides in The presence of an excess of free cya
nide, it is clear that only a resin with the trimethyl-ammonium funCTional
group should be considered.

The poor desorption performance of metal cyanides from strong-base
- resins has been an obstacle to the commercial use of the ion-exchange

rome for cyanide retrieval. However, it was evident from initial tests that
IR.A.958 strong-base resin, which has an acryiic matrix and a macroreticu
lar pore structure, is able to adsorb and desorb these polyvalent metal
cyanides fairly easily. IR.A.958 currently sees application in sugar refining
plants, where its chief function is the adsorption of large organic molecules
(de-ashing) similar in size and nature to metal cyanide complexes.

Attempting adsorption in a fluidized bed has the advantages of improved
kinetics and a semicominuous process operation fe.g., Streat-Cloete col
umn) (3). Being able to predict the expansion of a fluidized bed of resin
is essential for the purposes of designing a receptacle to hold the resin
and for deterrninin£ the ion-exchange duty that can be expected from such
a fluidized bed. Despite a profusion of literature on the modeling of the
expansion of a fluidized bed of particles, two characteristics of a fluidized
bed of resin are not clearly addressed. The reticular nature of the resin
bead would imply that the resin bead should primarily display an apparent
density under fluidizing conditions, which would be impossible to measure
using standard gravimetric means, and secondly would result in difficulty
with the determination of the free wet-settled voidage. Both of these val
Ues are essential for the application of the Serial model (4) and for predict-
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ing the bed expansion of any fluidized panicles, which have the tendency
to display paniculate or smooth fluidization.

ADSORPTION

The cyanide complexes of nickel, iron, copper, and cobail were ad
sorbed separately onto IR'\958 in batch stirred tank reactors and in the
presence of excess cyanide. The transition meral concentrations used
were sirPilar to the average concentrations found in the efrluent of mineral
processing plants throu~hout the world, and the amount of resin used was
sufficient to adsorb approximately 66% of the metal cyanides present. The
metal cyanides of iron and nickel v/ere manufactured by lhe dissolution
of their cyanide salts, while the solutions of cobalt and copper cyanide
complexes were the result of the dissolution of their potassium salts in
the presence of excess cyanide.

The adsorption process was repeated in the presence of 1000 ppm sul
fate. Sulfate. like the metal cyanide complexes. is a polyatomic anion,
and according to daw. published bv Smith and Mudder (1). is present in- - ~ ,. -
high concentrations in mineral processing efrluent. It is clear from Fig. 1
that all the polyvalent metal cyanides are readily and quickly adsorbed.

fr2crion of ccmplex remaln.ing jn so!n. (%)

,00"-'----------------------..
I,

~

8C: .-

x ..
60: .!-.,

•

40\,; x.
x ..

pcint a: which resin is
q:.icL!12!ed to be Satuf21ed

•
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time (min)

2°i ~-------------------, I
!r Fe(I!J)(CN)~ -;.. Ni(II)(CNi: .. CU(I)(CN)~ • Co(III)(CN):: l

O! '- ;

o

FIG. 1 Adsor;li:ion profl1es of merai cyarides onto IR..-\ 958. Initial concen!racion of Fe =

108,1 ppm. Ni = 91.52 ppm. Co = 138.4 ppm. Cu = 385.1 ppm; volume of wet-settled
resin = 2 mL; volume of reac:or = 1.5 L.
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FIG."2 Adsorpion profUes 'Jr' me~3.i cyanides onw fR.'\. 958 in I!"le prese::ce of WOO ppm
surrarc. Initial :oncenrrsricn of Fe = 105.3 ppm. ~l = 96.59 ppf!1. Co = l?~.'; ;:pm, C:,;.

:::: 3i5.6 ppm: volume of \...et-se~Iled resin = "2 mL: \'otT.).:ne of re2.C'.:.or = 1..5 L.

The observation can also be made that the divalent nickel cyanide complex
is not adsorbed quire as easily, v/hich is in line '.vith the previously' sL2.Ied
affinity chs.racteristics of the tnmethY'I-ammonium group" From Fig. :: it
is apparent that the addition of 1000 ppm sulfate only ;narginaily affects
the adsorption process, hence one may conclude :!1aI despite :he presence
oflarge amounts of sulfate in solution. IRA9SS could still se used to adsorc
metal cyanides,

DESORPTION

Tr:le loaded resins were reger.erated separatel-y" in :he same stirred tank
reactors used for the adsorption process, Unlike other genera! purpose
strong-base resins, i,e .. IR:>,420, and IRA,900, most of [he metal cyanide
complexes were readily and rapidly removed from IR..'\9SS, Figure :3
shows the desorption of the nickel, copper, cobalt. and iron cyanide com
plexes, with analytical grade 2 M sodium chloride solution used as an
eluant. It is significant that this level of regeneration is achieved afTer only
a single batch contact with the eluant. The regeneration exercise was
repeated (Fig, 4), However, on thls occasion a 2. M brine solmion was
used, Once again, most cyanide complexes were rapidly and readily re
moved, verifying that in normal industrial operation lR.-'\958 could be
safely and cheaply regenerated,
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FIG.3 Desorption profiles of metal c:yanides from Kc;. 958 llsing NaCl (analy::~:?I g:'2.G::).

Loading of resin: Fe = 0.001 mole. ~<i = 0.0008 moie. Co = O.GOl mole. eu = 0.001 ;noIe:
I{olume of wet-senled resin = 5 mL; volume of reaCtor = 1.5 L.
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FLUIDIZATION CHARACTERISTICS

The Levenspiel criterion (5) for deteffi1jning fluidization stability sug
gests that resin beads fluidized by an aqueous medium wiil tend to exhibit
paniculate or smooth fluidization. The design and construction of a fluid
ized-bed reactor would require optimization, or at least determination, of
the constraints of the linear fluidization velocity. A. flow would have IQ

be eSTablished at a velocity not exceeding the terminal veiocity of the
smallest resin bead in the least dense state. and not less than the minimum
fluidization velocity of the largest bead.

The Serial Model

The 5 erial rnodel describes the relationship ben·veen the exp2.TIsion of
a multi-species fluidized-bed and the linear liquid velocity. given the phvsi
cal properties of the solid particles and the fluidization medium.. It aSSUlnes
that the overall expansion of a heterogenous particulately fluidized-bed
of particles is simply the sum of the individual expansions :hc.[ each spe
cies \A.'Guld display, if fluidized separareiy. by the 52me paf2.Se:e:-s.

Equation 0) is based on Richardson and Zaki's approac;-, (6) and de
scribes the expansion characteristics of a mono-species. homogeneously
fluidized-bed. and from which the expansion component for 2. given [innr
liquid velocitv may be calculated by Eq. 1:21.

¥lhere u = empty tube linear fluid velocit:v· (e 1) ! m.J Sj
Ut = panicle terminal velocity [m/s1
e = voidage
n = an empirical parameter \\/hich is function or- p2.n:ic~e Galileo

number

EF =
I - e

where EF = expansion component (I
pansion)

efws = free wet settled voidage

no expanSIOn: ~ 100% ex-

IT the theory on which the Serial model is based is appllea to resm.
the overall bed expansion component should be equal to the sum of the
individual expansion components advanced by the various resin size frac
tions, thus:
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i=dol

r "'5'. VJEF......- I \ I

_i=dPl

1
1)[

J
-+- I (3)

where Vi = the volume fraction of the ith panicle size
dPl = the largest panicle size
dp, = the smallest panicle size
EL = tmal bed expansion
Er, = the expansion component of the ith resin size

The terminal v,elocity and n value for the individual resin sizes, bOLh
of which are required by Eq. (1). can be calculated from ,he following
published empirical relationships (6, 7):

Ga = 18Re, -,- 2.7Ref687 (3.6 < Ga < 105 ) (4)

n = 1- -
I ' ,I ~' • ...J

L

~, d lG -007'
.:.~ -d :·a . -

tJ
(21 < Ga < 2.4 x iO~) (5)

Ga = (6)

-where Re, = panicle Reynolds number at terminal veloci,y
Ps = apparent de:Jsity of resin [kg/mol
p = density of tluidizing tluid [kgfm j

]

d = diameter of bead [m]
d t = diameter of containing vessel [m]
fJ. = viscosity of tluidizing tluid [kg;ms]
Vr = terminal velocity of bead [mfs]
g = gravitational acceleration [rn/s2

]

Ga = Galileo number

(7)

With the exception of resin density and/ree l,;er-serrled voidage, all of
the parameters lis red are easily measurable. As rhe resin has a macroretic
ular structure (sponge) where the liquid phase is cominuous throughout
the pores of the individual beads, it is impossible to use a gravimetric
approach to deterrnLTJe the true wet density of the resin or the voidage of
the settled bed. To overcome this problem, a technique was used which
comprised of fitting the Serial model to expansion versus linear velocity
data by searching for the free wet·settled voidage and apparent resin den
sity for an optimal sum of squares. The method of Hook and Jeeves was
used to locate the best fit parameters.
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OJh:;r data required by the Serial model are the particle size distribution,
measured by multiple screen analysis, while the density and viscosity of
the fluidizing medium can be calculated from liquid temperature. Figure
5 is the logic diagram of that section of the algorithm which covers the
iterative check utilized by the Hook Jeeves routine to determine best
direction for parameter improvement.

Fluidization Testwork

IRA.958 resin was fluidized in a 40-mm diameter column of about 1000
mm in length, the bottom of wbch was closed off by a sintered glass of
about 17-40 }lm in diameter. For loading and rluidizing purposes, a solu
tion ofFe(Ill)(CN)~- I,vas pumped by a periSlalric pump from a I-L reser
voir :0 the bottom of the column, and then returned from the top of the
column back to the reservoir in a closed circuit. To acquire raw expansion
versus flow'-rate data at a SDecific loading, a measured amount of Fe(Illl. -
(C0r)~ - was added to the reservoir and the solution allowed to circulate
through the resin bed for 20 hours to ensure that all the metal cyanide
is adsorbed by the resin. With the liquid and solid phases in dynamic
equilibrium, accurate expansion versus linear vertical liquid velocity dcta
could be acquired,

!inftl21 v,alue. est:mate 01
!reSin: den.Sity, rwsv. i i spitn'e algo~-PSD!

! fram psd.! --

i new par am. H~C'_i(.;
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FIG, 5 Logic diagram.
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FIG. 6 Expansion versus liquid velociry.

The Fe(III)(CN)~- metal cyanide ion was chosen as the 102.ding ion.
primarily because of its 2.bundance in the effluent and secQndly because
of the ease \vith which its presence can be determined er: the basis of
solution COlOL Furthermore. it has a higher mass per equlv2.lent than Cu
(CN)~-, the other most abundant metal cyanide, which me2.:Js that during
loading the expe~ted larger density change '.·vQuid result :n g:-eater l/2.ria
lions to the fluidization c:haracteristics of the resin. Figure 6 preserHs che
results of the expansion behavior of IRA958 in the Cl- 2nd Fe(Ul)
(CN)i- forms, induding the fitted Serial model. .-\s can be predicted,
there is 2. large di.''ference in the cur,'es, mainly as a result of altered
density and free '.'iet-settled voidage.

CONCLUSION

It is clear from the study presented in this paper that if the ion-exch;:nge
route for the removal and/or recovery of metal cyanide ions is to be pur
sued, the use of Amberlite IRA.-958 resiT] may wen be ;: feasible alterna
tive. It is envisaged that a rr..ineral Dlant effluent, after undergoing semi-.... .. ..... -
clarification (e.g., bank ofhydrocyclonesl, might be contacted with IR.-\-
958 resin in a semicontinuous fluidized-bed application before disposal on
the slimes dam or tailing pond.
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A TECHNIQUE FOR PREDICTING THE FLUIDIZATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF ION EXCHANGE RESINS
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University of Steilenbosch,

Private Bag X5018, Stellenbosch, 7600, Sourh Africa
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Cape Tec/mikon,
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t\bstract

A nOI/el memod for quam/fying the fluidization characteristics of ion exchange resin
by using a simple integral - aprimizarion technique based on the serial model, is
proposed. This merhod is suitable for use in an algorithm .for the optimizaTion of
a fluidized, ion exchange resin bed, receptacle design. Tile serial mode! theof-y is
shown to represent the exaansion of a poly-sized fluidized bed of resin
sarisfacroriiy.

Introduction

S'lnc~ 'n' elr rl~v~iopm""'ni c:::e m ', "r.n-",nuouc: flu·irflzcd b'"'ri ',on ~x"";"""""r""''"' r ........... r-nr~ ~u";..-,I ""L •• uC: C. I t::,i~, ..... ,.-""-'I,LI ~li.i..J '... C:U .1'=, l""..,~C J:=C:;:::C_~v,':;:J '-;I

as The Cloets/SueaI [1] 2nd NiG;;CIX columns have been used :n many :r,cusrrial ion
exchange 2Dclicatior,s. One of the difficultjes encountered in designing fi'Jidized
bed ion exchange equipr:1snI is the oplimiza:ion of resin cOrl:partrnenI CifTiensions
in eirher rhe loading or rsger:er2Ijcn stages. These cimenslcns de not cniv affec~

the capital cost of cor.str~cticn, but also suic::uJe the volume of resin in service at:
~,-

anyone time, '..tVhich cltimately dictates pian! capaciTY and performance. Despite
2n abundance of information describino the particulate fluidization characterisTics

~ .-....--
of panicwicIS substances on the oasis of ~heir physical characteristics, the irregular
nature of ion exchange resin as an aqueousiy fluidized solid, poses diffiCUlties in
this respect.

A. typical resin bead !s a spherical porous structure vvhich undergoes a sfighl
change in volume, and a more substantial change in skeietal density during the ion
exchange process. Published mathematical correlaTions [2] for the prediction of
expansion of a fluidized bed of panicles require a panicle density which, depending
on its value, can have a great effect on the final expansion prediCTion. Being of a
porous nature, it might be more correct to refer to a resin bead's 'apparent density'
of fluidization, a property which will only be significam when the resin is in a
turbulent suspension, IJvith the continuous phase intruding into the porous resin.
Therefore it is evident that the physical characteristics of the continuous phese will
play a substantial role in dictating the apparent density of a resin bead, which is a



difficult constant to measure gravimetrically. Akapo et a/ [3] has "dvocated the
reverse notion suggesting that panicle density of porous aeratable powders could
be measured by observing rhe expansion characreristics of the so/id, while
NicolJella et al [4] applies the theory through to liquid fluidized beds.

G f·::1"! LvY ,

A further problem is the poly-sized nature of manufactured resin, which in itself,
and in its alteration as a result of minor adjustments in the resin manufacturing
process, plays a significant role in the fluidization behaviour of The resin. Only
recently have certain resin manufacturers developed" process for manufacruring
a mono-sized ion exchange resin, and this only for the most commonly consumed
resins. Hartman et a/ [5] and roseola et a/ [6j both report that a vvide range of
particie size distribution, amongst other phenomena, has a substantial affect on
fluidization behaviour. However, there is approximately a four fold difTerence in
diameter from the smallesJ to the largest resin bead as supplied by most resin
manufacturers, and the panicle sizs dislribution varies greotiy from baTch to balch.

Empirical relationships vvhich describe The expansion of a fluidized bed 2ivvays
correlate voidage to fluid velocity, and hence require rhe free wet-settled voidage
as a necessary base constant from which an expanded voidage, and hence" ced
expansion, can be caicufat:ed. The rres V'JEt-sett!ed void2ge, just 2S the apperenr
density of fluidization, will also be a difficult quantny to measure when using a
porous discontinuous phase such 25 ion exchange resin. p-,nOi.:her Observation is
[hat this value is nOT necessariiy constan'l: and depends poignantly on Ihe m2nriEf

in which the bed is allowed to settle.

It is the objective of this study to establish whether existing fluioized bed
technology, can be adaoted and utilized for" bed of fluidized resin. ;:unher;nore,
it vvill be shown that given :he particle size distribUTion, an 2daprsc vsrsiJn of :rle
serial or integral made! C3.n be fined to measured expansion data by searching fer
resin apparent density and bed free wet-sellled voidege.

Theory

The Mono-sized particle bed

The Levenspie! criterion (71 for determining f~uidizarionstability suggests thot resin
beads fluidized In an aoueous medium will rend to exhibit particulare or srncoth
fluidization over a large range of fluidizarion velocities. Under these circumsrances
it will be expected that the well established Richordson and ZaKi equotion will
describe the relationship between voidage and fiuidizanon velocity for a mono-sized
bed of fluidized resin satisfactorily.

r" 1
L ~ 1

where:
J
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Ga.

To calculate the actual bed expansion, based on the change in voidage from 'he
free wet-senled condition, tr,e follcwing relationship can be used:

..:...-'2

The muiti-sized parricie bed

- -h . h - ,... f" .... .lINO I ,sones I eve ~een prssernsc regardJng Ine 2 T8CIiV& DreOJc:;cn OT expar;Slon

of cons'tanl: densiTY pOly-sized par:;cu!ately fiuicized bees. TilE a~/e,raging moce.: [3
9L \Nhlch assumes 2 sinaie parcic!e diameter ':"0 be reoreSenrcI!VE of ti'1E entire bed,

~ .

has been demonstraTed by E::slein er a! [10] :0 be incdequa:e et high voidages
'INhere the exp2nsicn C:Jntribution ef the sm2Uer sized panic~es :end :0 aominate.
The averaging approach h2S else been proposed by Vi/en er 31 ~9] ~Gr beds \Nit~ a
largest to smallest particle size ratio of not greater that ~ .3. The shortcomings ef
the averaging model seem to outweigh the advantageous iac', of comoutetlonai
ca!isthenics, especially vJhen ene considers who! vast: compuI2tive CG\Ne~S ere
re2dily available.

The serial or incrementa! model is proposed by a nurnos: of 2t.::t:c·rs ~2, "] ~ l 2nc
assumes that the Qvera)) expansion of a particulately fit..:icizec sed of par:ic:es is
simply the sum of rhe individual exoans;ons rhaT each s.oeciss ~:\J'ould dispi2:/, if
fiuicized separ2rsi).' bv the same ;Jarat"rleters. The c].sssif,icaticr: JT par:jc~es n :;:e
eXi2i dimensicn, a pnenCr.-';enor. 'Nnrch has been rneasured bv ~::2rsideet al [~21 ~as

ShO\Nn that the variaTion of local \/oidage can be predicred tJy 25suming [he bee te
be totally classified even in The regions vvhere classification is absenr. ThiS loans
credence to the serial model 2S a semi-fl...:ndcmentaJ representGtion of -::he ree!
condiTion, which may be desc:-ibed as one in 'Nhich each panicie contains a certain
voidage envelop around itself dicIeted by its priysical char2c::sristlcs anc: then of the
continuous phase.

If the serial model is applied to a poly-sized fluidized bed, the overall bed expansicn
component should be equal to the sum cf the individual expansion components
advanced by the various size fraCTions. Thus:

[3 ]
L= [" V, (E,

J.. L ~ 
c,



If one accepts the volume fraction (Vf), and terminal velocity (u,), to be a funnion .
of particle size (d) thus,

an integrated combinaTion of Equarjons 1, 2, 4 and 5, for Ihe enlire bed,
the following:

resulTS n

!~ I'.- .. J G~c)

::i""J

- -5:;.rs

:-!,:",:/~(C:)

If the serial model is valid, Equation 6 should affec::vs!y credic; the expansion
factor of a liquid fiuicijzed bed of conSTant c:lensitv co:y-sized panicles, such as
resins.

Parricle size distribution

It is ciear thaT the relationship symboiised by Equclior: L;.. ,:8UIC :2r<2 on anv ~crm,

the only prerequisite being that each panicle size ~a singular voiume frac:lon
value. It is also reasonable to assume that in most appiicaTions the panicle size
distribution of resin \Nil! not be a function of discontinuous nature, 2nd therefore
for the purposes of tnis study a spline routine \NaS use :0 devs!oc 2 C8ntinuGus

functional relationship. Ali sets of reV\} disuiburion dat2 'tiers normal:zsc, before the
spline routine was 2ppiied.

If Xi is the volume frac::ion of :he resin in [he irh of the tc~al i\l inter sc;een
intervals, and Li is the eXlent of this inIerVo! in per:ic:e di2msrers, [hen ~he s;zs
fraction is) is given bV:

s. =

The arithmetic mean of Ihe screen fraction limits of the itn fraction \{vas th~n paired
with the calculated nor:ilalized \jcl~me fraction of the :th interval, before beIng
splined for development into an algorithm based continuous function.

Terminal velocity

There are a number of published models (Equation 5) for terminal velocity of
spherical particles, and as ion exchange resin beads can be assumed to have a near
perfect spherical shape, the correspondence of these models could easily be tested.



The terminal velocities of different diameter beads of the same resin in an idemical
chemical matrix solution were measured in the laboratory. A middle sized bead of
696 microns was then used in the Hartman model [Equation 9], and the panicle
density input slowly increased above that of water until the measured terminal
velocity was predicted. The obtained density was then used to predict the terminal
velocities of the entire range of panicle sizes by both the Hartman and the Shiller
modeis [Equation 8]. The Ladenburg correction factor[15] was used to correct the
model predicrions for a finite medium.

Model of Shiller et al [13]

Ga = 18. Re~ 2 I 7. _i::(e;o587

M 'I c,_ , l'""]i ,oce OT t"'1arrman er a l I...,..

with:

F(A) = [(O,OO2-7i9S.A - C / 057:3) .)i -+- 1/G3~5j ...~ - 1,26222

R(A) ::: 0/9994'7 + 0/02.853.S2.::(l,342 ..':;' - 3.-:~;

The Ladenburg correction factor

Correction Factor = [::... -;.. 2.4(Cp/cic) }

From Figure 1 it can be deduced that in the field of interest the models 'v'ary only
marginally in their predictions. In view of ,he above. and the fact that the model
of Shiller et al (131 requires an iterative search when solving for terminal velocity.
it was decided to use the model of Hartman et al [1 4 J in all calculations.



Test work

Terminal velocities

A.II terminal velocity tests were carried out in a twO meler hi on g!ass tube with ano ~

imernal diameter of about 40 mm. The diameter::of the resin beads were measured
by micrometer. The fall speed was calculated by measuring the time taken for the
bead to cover a predetermined venical distance. To ensure accuracy, oniy the
terminal velocity of beads which maintained a preset distcnce from the side of tr,e
tube were recorded.

Expansion data

The apparaIUS used for tne resin expansion tesPNcrk consisted of (3 40 mm
diameter giass tube of about 1 meTer in lengTh, closed off at Ihe bO"CTom by a
slntered glass fiuid disuibuler 'vvith an average pore size of abour 17 - 40 ,-::icrons.
Varying quantiTies of differenr Iypes of resin \Nere piaced into this gLass :ube ,:;nc
their fluidization characteristics observed.

To acquire rat'\! expansion versus specific liquid velociTY dat2, disliiled \fJater 'N2.S

fed via a conTrolling gate valve 1:0 the bottom of the cGiumn from a heaGer tank se
2S to preclude any vibration. Deicnized water ieaving Ihe rep of trie :alumn rar.
inIO a reservoir from \Ivhere iT 'Jvas pump~d back to the header Lank bl:i a perts\:3iljc
pump in a closed loop. ihs temperature-in bOLn the header lcnk 2nd the reservoir
were maintained at conSTant temoerELure by a system of temoeraturs controilers.
The ievei of the deionized \Nat~r in theheader tan k VV2.S kep~ conSIGnt by 2 feed
back controller which concrolled the pumping rate of the peris,aitic pump. A.
vacuum breaker was installed at the fluid OUTlet of the coiumn se es :0 prevent
siphoning action from causing a \/ari2Ifcr. rr; Ine VSrriC2! ;:]iessure arO:J2CrCSS :i1e
bed. Figure 2 presents [he sxpansicn rest appar2ILs.

Three types of resin vvere tested i.e., a gel :ype strong aCid resin, a ~acroporous

sTrong acid resin, and 2 mac;"crs:lcuiar sIrcng base resin. Eec:: "iVere fluidizec at
various fJowrates spanning from the eSTimated minimum fluidizatIon 'J2iCC:ty up to
near elutriation of the sm211est beads. 'Net sieveanaiysis vvas used to measure the
panicle size distributions. The viscosity and densir! of ::he de:onized water vvas
calculaTed from the ter7':perature.

Results and discussion

The normalized particle size distributions of the macroporous stronG acid resin W2S. ~

found to be discontinuous, and hence the spline fitting a:.r;omhm had totJe
adapted. These particle size distributions are depiCted in Figure 3.



Fitting the mode!

Despite most of the parameters of Eoualion 6 being easily measurable, as formally
explained, the free wet settled voldage and apparent densilY still remain an
effective obstacle in the applicaIlon of this equation. However, to overcome this
problem a technique was used which comprised of fitting the serial model to
expansion versus linear velocity data, by searching for free wet senled voldage and
apparent resin density for an optimal sum of squares. These results are presentee
in Figure 4 (gel resin), Figure 5 (macroporous resin) and Figure 6 (macrore:icular
resin).

An early observation '1vas that a proportional change, based on preset ooundaries
of free wet-settled voidage resulTed in a far greater change in ::he :311m of SGLi2re

errors than an apparerJT d~nsity ch2nge of a simiiar oroponion. :: 'oNeS Iherefc~e

assumed that the problem may be of a highly noniinear nature. However, befere
general search algoriThm \vas selected the topog.:apnv of 2 re'!'} search are2S \f~

Evaluated, and found to take on a genera! Term for ail of The resms rested.

The most strikino rea'Lure of the optimization tcpccraoov is clserly the narrOV'i
uouah runnina diaaonallv across Ihe search are~ d~iUuSU2i:2d ir~ ~iaurE 7.

~ ........' v

Fun::hermore, it was observed thaI the use ef smaller incremenTs in ~he :nte·;;raling
process did .not dramelicai!y improve accuracy. ft.. study of ~t-.e DptimizctloG
topography showed that the larger the integrating increment, tr-,e more jegged the
optimization contour lines, which could leed to unnecessary digression '0'1 the
search algorithm. ExaminaTion of the reslduais sho\/'ved 2 poorer TiT at lovver
expansicns, a phencmencn INhich could possibly be anribu"Led :0 distribu1er
characteristics. Intense mixing vvas observed in The area cirec:iy 2boIJe :ne
sintered glass distributer.

Conclusion

The algorithm presented in this paper can be used effecrively to mode! -eMs
expansion of a fluidized bed of ion exchange resin, ar.d therefore could be used te
optimize the dimensions of an accommodating receptac:e. Frorn the ccservatic:ns
made In this paper, it wouid seem that the serial model is eble tc effectively ponray
the fluidization expansion of fluidized resin.

List of symbols

e void age
e,ws free wet settled voidage
d resin bead diameter (m).



d,
d,
dt

E,
to,
Ga
g
L,
n
Ret

s;
, ,
LJ

u.
Ij.

Xi

largest resin bead diameler Im),
smallest resin bead diameter (m).
diameler of fluidization vessel (m).
expansion component 11 = no expansion)

12 = 100% expansion)
expansion component of the ith resin fraction.
tolal bed expansion factor
Galiieo No.
gravitalional acceleration cons,ant :m.s·2l.
size, in oanicle diameters of ith interval.(m).
empirical parameter of the Zakiequa,ion
particie Reynolds No. at terminal velocity
normaiized volume ~r2ction of the ith screen fraction
empTY tube linear fluid velociIy(e = 1) (m.s·~).

pan:ic!e terminal veracity (,'li.s-1
).

bed volume fraction of rhe rrh particle size

non normalized volume fraction of the h:h size frac:ion

Greek letters

~ooar~nt O~~'I~I~ d~"SI"'1 ('K" ;n")Ps c. ,I. C . c, ~ ,-"r;:; . 0:::;. L l: ; :;.l, .

p, iiquid density (kg .m').
,u liquid vJscosiry (Pa.s}
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